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PREFACE
“Archival Enactment, Retelling ‘The Big Book’: Alison Knowles, Something
Else Press, and Fluxus,” positions Knowles’ Big Book (1966) as a case study of art
historical methodology in relation to experiential art forms and process-oriented modes of
artistic production. The object of inquiry for this project is Knowles’ Big Book, a
cornerstone work in the artist’s lifelong career, no longer extant; however, the nature of
this thesis is not monographic, per se. (Figures 1-5) The significance of this case study is
twofold. First, examination of Big Book contextualizes its publisher, the artist-run
Something Else Press, in relationship to Dick Higgins’ concept of “intermedia.”
Additionally, certain junctures in the history of Something Else relevant to Fluxus and the
group’s front man George Maciunas are illuminated, defining this important narrative
through the Press’ early activities and archival record. The underlying program and
history Higgins sought to foster through his Something Else Press, along with other
editorial and artistic contributors including Knowles, Emmett Williams, Ann Noël, and
others, is all but missing from current literature. Therefore, this thesis contributes a
necessary synthesis of archival material and fundamental conceptual distinctions essential
to future scholarship. Second, as a means to provide valuable context for Big Book, this
thesis examines Knowles’ lesser-known work as a painter, and informs how her
experience as a commercial silkscreen painter and camera-operator in SoHo––silkscreen
painting on canvas before Warhol, even––contributes to not only the comprehension of
Book, but also her involvement as a founding member in Fluxus. Analyses of the only
two surviving paintings from Knowles’ early career––Taxis – Busses (1960) and Untitled
(1961)––in addition to a rare student publication from Pratt––ADLIB (1957)––contribute
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a crucial foundation for understanding Knowles’ significance. (Figures 22, 24, 14-17)
Additionally, Knowles’ graphic performance T-dictionary, published in The Four Suits
(1965), by Something Else Press, is analyzed as an important precursor to Big Book. Art
critic Harold Rosenburg’s essay “Artworks and Packages” (1969), in addition to Jan van
der Marck’s inaugural exhibition at the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago, Pictures
to be Read/Poetry to be Seen (1967), provides critical exposure for Book through
catalogue and review material. Beyond that, the underlying formal and conceptual
framework of this thesis is drawn from the work of figures: John Cage, Simone Forti,
Anna Halprin, Stephane Mallarmé, Eadweard Muybridge, Claes Oldenburg, and Kurt
Schwitters, among others.
Standing eight-feet tall with pages four-feet wide built around a central spine, the
physicality of Big Book’s hybrid form offered countless experiential possibilities
contained within its eight pages. (Figures 2, 4) Philosopher and cognitive scientist Alva
Noë’s enactive approach to perception––a proposition that perception is a kind of skillful
bodily activity; to be a perceiver is to understand, implicitly, the effects of movement on
sensory stimulation––supports careful theoretical interpretation and discernment of the
type of whole-body engagement Knowles’ Big Book radically demanded.1 Noë suggests,
“think of a blind person tap-tapping her way around a cluttered space by touch, not all at
once, but through time, by skillful probing and movement…This is, or at least should be,
our paradigm of what perceiving is.”2 Following this line of thinking, careful analysis of
two important archival audio documents, Big Book’s two-channel audio collage and
publisher Dick Higgins’ commentary, enables Book to speak for itself, informing this
1

Alva Noë, Strange Tools: Art and Human Nature. New York: Hill and Wang, (2015): xi-xiii.

2

Alva Noë, Action in Perception. Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, (2004): 1-3.
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thesis with valuable details unavailable otherwise. Complete transcriptions of Higgins’
commentary and each two-channel audio collage reel were rendered by the author for this
thesis, imbuing this project with the vital individualized content contained in each, and
made available for future research in the appendix. In light of this, Book’s absence is an
opportunity. The multi-faceted and multi-dimensional aspects of Big Book and related
archival components offer an ideal case study to examine how we examine art objects. A
recent interview, based on his 1966 experiences at the Something Else Gallery in New
York, with philosopher, critic, and author William S. Wilson, reveals how Big Book’s
form invited the ‘reader’ into movement, “to yield to experience––bending down and
letting go––overcoming resistance in order to enter in.”
This thesis is based on the following research methods: primary documents and
archival sources held in institutional and personal collections, relevant supplemental
literature, direct engagement with founding artists and writers when possible. A brief
account of Knowles’ most recent work Boat Book (2014-15) brings this body of research
to a close. Sparked by the 2013 publication of a selection of archival documents and
unique ephemera in Alison Knowles’ ‘The Big Book’ (edited by Meghan DellaCrosse
with Passenger Books), and made possible by James Fuentes Gallery (NYC), Boat Book
arose first as a kind of reconsideration of the scale of the 1966 iteration. (Figures 105109) In closing, the author reviews how a more enactive approach to historical method
and philosophical inquiry could allow for more wholly engaging models to support
artistic production. Modeling by example, an ample selection of interview and audio
transcripts, archival material, and more, are contained in the appendices for future
scholarship.
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INTRODUCTION
Prepping to be Published: Painting, Silkscreens and Making
Alison Knowles, one of the twentieth century’s most important artists, developed
her practice during post-war America when the rise and fall of Modernism planted the
seeds of paradigmatic growth within the explosive late 1950s-60s. Out of this context, as
a daughter of a literary scholar, Knowles began developing her language propensity and
passion for books at a young age. Additionally, being a child of the Depression era subtly
informed underlying impulses throughout Knowles’ career to incorporate non-traditional
elements––sometimes even refuse materials and sound––making tangible the answer to
one of the questions she has often asked herself: “why not make art whole cloth, out of
what’s really going on?”3
This introduction offers a biographical overview of Knowles’ formative
childhood years leading up to her later education at Middlebury and Pratt colleges, setting
the stage for Big Book. Recent literature on the artist along with analysis of art school
pedagogy provides insight into Knowles’ brief and lesser-known development as a
painter, most notably as a commercial silkscreen printer and camera operator. Analyses
of Taxis – Busses, 1960, and Untitled, 1961, the only two paintings in Knowles’ early
career still extant, provide eye-opening knowledge of her lifelong process-oriented
artistic practice. I argue that awareness of these early influences provide a crucial
framework for comprehension of Knowles’ Big Book, as well as her oeuvre as a whole––
particularly her role as a pioneering female artist of her generation and important figure
3

Knowles in conversation with author, New York, NY, (2010). The concept of whole cloth art was also
discussed at The Museum of Modern Art Library hosted, during a conversation between Alison Knowles
and scholar Julia Robinson, which contributed to cultivating a more cohesive understanding of Knowles’s
career, including Big Book. The program also included a talk by Midori Yoshimoto. (October 27, 2010).
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in American art of this last century to the present.

1933-1951 —— Early years through Scarsdale graduation
Born in New York City on April 28, 1933 to Lois (Beckwith) and Edwin
Blackwell Knowles, Alison Knowles is an artist whose career has continually merged
boundaries between her life and art experiences.
Up until her high school graduation, Knowles spent the bulk of her childhood in
Scarsdale, a suburb just north of New York City. Knowles has recalled that her father
relocated the family to Scarsdale on the assumption that his children, Alison’s elder
brother Larry and her would receive a better education in this suburban public school
system in lieu of the City’s.
Considering that Mr. Knowles was an educator himself, his strong opinions
regarding education are far from surprising. After receiving his doctorate degree from
New York University in English Literature and Linguistics, Edwin Knowles cultivated
his scholarly career through various professorship positions at universities in New York,
such as NYU and Pratt. Knowles’ mother earned a degree from Goucher College in
Baltimore, Maryland and worked in various nursery school and kindergarten settings
throughout Knowles' childhood. As a means to pull in some additional income to
supplement the mediocre salary her father earned, Mrs. Knowles later pursued training to
assist nurses at the local hospital.
Although their family enjoyed the wealth of higher education and literature,
which has undoubtedly served the artist well throughout her life, Knowles has recalled
how her family struggled at times financially during her youth, contributing to a
distinction she felt amongst her wealthier peers in Scarsdale. While recalling various
2

memories from her childhood pertaining to books and art, Knowles has stated that she
had always wanted to be a poet or an artist of some kind. One such school-age memory
still meaningful after many years was a compliment a classmate once paid her after
reading a piece of her writing. Admiring her work he told her, "I think you'll be a poet
someday."4
For Knowles in particular, anecdotal aspects of her early development are
important to note in relation to underlying threads that have influenced her artistic
development over the course of her life. This thesis highlights such details as they have
unquestionably played an important role in relation to developments in the larger scope
of event score performance, Fluxus, Something Else Press, and especially Knowles’ Big
Book. Art historian Hannah Higgins, daughter of Knowles and Dick Higgins, often writes
about less obvious details of her parents' lives as a means to unravel subtle everyday
influences so significant to ideas underlying their work. Although it is often the lesserknown details about an artist’s life that significantly impact historical narrative, art
historical methodology generally opts for a more precautionary form of detachment in
order to maintain objectivity. However, this thesis asks: what happens when these
precautionary measures stray so far away from the personal that the gaps in histories
become larger or murkier than the sought after clarity of objectivity?
In a portrait of the artist as a young woman at Scarsdale High, H. Higgins
describes an above-average height and thick-rimmed eyeglasses, awkwardly punctuated
by the remarkably unstylish shoes she was inadvertently forced to wear due to her
unusually large shoe-size. Humanizing her mother’s relative awkwardness and adolescent

4

Knowles in conversation with author, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH, (July 2011).
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woes, H. Higgins subtly suggests clumsiness as a rite of passage we all encounter and
hopefully learn from, giving shape to her individuality as an artist.5
Knowles has recalled how doing well in school was important to her;
accomplishments in school afforded her the privilege of eating lunch outside when
weather permitted, along with a select group of honor students. The lunch club was a
unique experience for Knowles, one in which she earned the distinction through the
merits of her own school work efforts. Aside from the few friends at school she shared
common interests with, Knowles enjoyed spending time alone––being outdoors,
exploring the woods near her home, and contemplating art, books, and ideas, all at her
own pace.6 Knowles has often remarked that her father's role as a professor contributed a
considerable level of attention to his daughter’s intellectual capacity, especially language
propensity and passion for books. Spending time together as a family often meant sharing
a love of great literature by taking turns reading aloud to one another.7 On account of her
high marks at Scarsdale High School, Knowles concluded her high school career in 1951
and graduated in the top five-percent of her class, which earned her a full-scholarship to
study English Literature and French at Middlebury College in Vermont.8

5

Hannah B. Higgins, “Love’s Labor’s Lost and Found: A Meditation on Fluxus, Family, and Somethings
Else.” Art Journal, (Spring–Summer 2010): 12-13.
6
Knowles has recalled enjoyment of solitary activities such as exploring the woods nearby her Scarsdale
home, and producing small hand-made staple-bound books out of her drawings, in conversation with
author, New York, NY, (2009-2015). See also, Judith Olch Richards, "Oral History Interview with Alison
Knowles," Interview by author, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. (June 1, 2010).
7

Knowles attributes her father directly for the keen language sensibility, and grammatical prowess she has
utilized throughout her life. Proper annunciation and concise manner of speech in both written and
especially oral contexts are unwritten laws Knowles abides by. Knowles in conversation with author, New
York, NY, (2009-2015).

8

Considering how Knowles' father was a scholar of Miguel Cervantes' Don Quixote, and spent many years
writing about Thomas Shelton––the author's translator––as well as sharing his love of literature with his
family, is helpful in understanding the career ambitions Mr. Knowles projected onto his daughter at an
impressionable age. Consider also Stephane Mallarmé’s Le Livre.
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1952—1958: Secondary Education — Middlebury College + Pratt
Knowles concluded her term at Middlebury College after two years when she
decided in 1954 to transfer to Pratt School of Art, in Brooklyn, New York. This moment
marked a shift, beginning a more realistic collegiate experience for the young artist. Her
scholarship at Middlebury required a full-time work-study job in the dining hall in
addition to classes. Certainly, such a workload is quite common for young students both
then and now, especially when driven by a passion. However, after realizing her
academic pursuits as a French major had more of her parents' ambition––namely her
father’s––the choice to pursue her interest in art was an easy one.
Another important factor in this decision: by that time Edwin Knowles was
employed as an English professor at Pratt, which gave free tuition to children of faculty.
Knowles would stay a couple blocks away from school with a couple roommates on
weeknights, and in the basement of her parents Greenwich Village apartment on
weekends at 279 West Fourth Street, near Eleventh Street.9

Pratt
The student should first become aware of form problems in general, and thereby
become clear as to his own real inclinations and abilities. In short, our art
instruction attempts first to teach the student to see in the widest sense: to open
his eyes to the phenomena about him and, most important of all, to open to his
own living, being, and doing.
–– Josef Albers 10
Within the context of American art schools, students undergo a rigorous first-year
introduction to all basic techniques: drawing, painting, photography, printmaking, color
9

Hannah B. Higgins, “Love’s Labor’s Lost and Found: A Meditation on Fluxus, Family, and Somethings
Else,” Art Journal, (Spring-Summer 2010): 13.

10

Nicolas Fox Webster, ed., Josef Albers: A Retrospective. New York, NY: Solomon R. Guggenheim,
(1988).
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theory, and in certain cases, three-dimensional sculptural methods. The pedagogical
belief behind this curriculum format maintains roots in the Bauhaus School (Weimar,
Germany, 1919-1933), recognizing the importance of interdisciplinary study as a way of
bridging fine arts in the traditional sense, with more practical applications of
photography, design and craft (i.e. furniture design, publishing, fashion, etcetera).
Foundation year serves young art students by offering a variety of media like a sample
menu, cultivating their individual voice of expression as artists through the study of their
materials. On a more practical level, widening students' exposure to multiple possibilities
within the field of art and cultural production likewise expands their opportunities for
jobs following college.
Knowles' time at Pratt unfolded during what can be considered the height of
Abstract Expressionism, shortly before one of the movement's leading figures, Jackson
Pollock, killed himself in a drunk driving accident, August 11, 1956. Like many other
young artists of this time, Knowles experimented with the style in her own paintings.
Studying with Adolph Gottlieb and Richard Linder, among others, including a summer
course with Josef Albers at Syracuse, brought variety to her artistic upbringing. Albers
apparently thought she was an excellent painter, though still relocated her to the basement
to keep her more textured and representational painting from influencing the other
students.11
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Alison Knowles, Artist in conversation with author, New York, NY, (2009-2015). See also Hannah B.
Higgins, “Love’s Labor’s Lost and Found: A Meditation on Fluxus, Family, and Somethings Else,” Art
Journal, (Spring-Summer 2010): 12.
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Pratt Student Publication: ADLIB
The only known record of Knowles' early student artwork exists in the student
publication ADLIB (Figures 14-17). Within the context of The Big Book, as well as
Knowles' relationship to books over the course of her life, ADLIB is significant.
According to the artist, this soft-cover bound publication was produced to showcase
students’ technical skills learned in a class or club setting, with printed imagery to
accompany short poems written by popular poets of the day. Therefore, it is not an ideal
example of any one student’s individual work. However, for the purposes of this thesis,
and for Knowles’ oeuvre, the significance is this: ADLIB is a precursory example of
Knowles’ initial exposure to print-making and publishing; she is credited for the overall
design and layout. Considering our object of inquiry at present, The Big Book, is just that:
a book, ADLIB is a valuable document in the chronology of Knowles' relationship to this
form and mode of artistic production. As we will later see, Knowles’ publishing expertise
has contributed widely, and connects to her foundation involvements with Fluxus,
Something Else Press, and beyond.

1958-1962: Pratt to SoHo to Silkscreen
After graduating from Pratt, Knowles set up residence in SoHo and lived with her
first husband, James Ericson, whom she married in 1957 (Figure 18). The couple began
sharing an industrial space at 423 Broadway and Canal Street in 1956. She met Ericson
toward the end of college––a tall fellow with a stutter and a gambling problem––through
his sister, who had been her roommate earlier at Middlebury College.12 Knowles’ union
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Knowles has mentioned that the whole family was tall, which was refreshing for her. Alison Knowles,
Artist in conversation with author, New York, NY, (2013). See also, Hannah B. Higgins, “Love’s Labor’s
Lost and Found: A Meditation on Fluxus, Family, and Somethings Else,” Art Journal, (Spring-Summer
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with Ericson proved to be a short one, and they parted ways a little over a year later.
Knowles was confident she could manage on her own, wanted to pursue her art career,
and maintained the apartment she had shared with Ericson.
The same year Knowles married James Ericson, 1958, she mounted an exhibition
of abstract paintings in the inaugural opening of the lower east side Nonogon Gallery, 99
Second Avenue (Figures 19-20).
The downtown neighborhood south of Houston/North of Canal Streets in
Manhattan was an exciting place to be in the late 1950s. Long before SoHo's well-known
tale of gentrification was written into the books, the downtown neighborhood was ideal
for young artists, offering cheap live/work loft space. Artists like Knowles, pioneering
the idea that one could maintain a studio in their loft apartment, initiated SoHo’s
quintessential story of neighborhood transformation. As Sharon Zukin underscores in her
book Loft Living, real estate campaigns and historical narratives selling stories of earlier
times in New York City have undoubtedly glamorized the history of the artist loft. The
simple means artists like Knowles lived with, which fostered their downtown community
as a result of necessity and survival rather than excesses, arguably provided the perfect
recipe for radical transformation and revolutionary artistic dialogue.
After completing her studies at Pratt, Knowles did what she had to: she got a job.
Aside from merely providing adhoc live-work space, the industry still present in SoHo at
the time of her arrival included businesses in the commercial arts, such as the silkscreen
printing studios where she worked as a camera technician. The studio was nearby to her
home on Broadway at Canal Street; the two studios she worked at were Hanratti and also
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Mesherkoff.13
Her knowledge of basic photography, in addition to the printmaking experience
she accrued at Pratt, afforded her the technical know-how to operate the commercial
studio’s enlargement camera.14 Knowles used her expertise for the most important initial
step in the process: producing the studio silkscreens used to make signage for commercial
clients. As she has recalled, at one point, the studio’s largest client was the New York
City airport, producing signage for clients such as Air France.
It was a fortuitous position for the young Knowles, and especially significant
considering that she was the only woman on staff working in production. By day the
silkscreen-printing studio sustained Knowles financially with a job. By night her day-job
provided her with a reliable source of silkscreens to maintain her own studio practice.
Because it was a commercial studio, there were often remnants of materials to glean
from. The studio screens were, for the most part, also custom built to scale on a case-bycase basis, resulting in a fair amount of leftover and lightly used materials.15
Although it was possible to start fresh with her own image material––she had
access to all the equipment during after-hours––Knowles often used the commercial
imagery as ready-made material, collaging logos and other graphics, screen-printing
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Bill Wilson, “The Big Book.” Art in America, Vol. 56, no. 4 (July-August, 1968): 100-103. See also
William S. Wilson, "The Big Book.” Journal of Typographic Research, Vol. II, no. 4 (July, 1968). See
also biography in The Four Suits. New York: Something Else Press, (1965).
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As studio camera technician, Knowles was in charge of sizing logos and other visual material to produce
the silkscreens according to the demands of each client’s order, which gave her ample time to think about
scale and multiples. Knowles in conversation with author, New York, NY, (2009-2015).
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directly on canvas as early as 1960.16 Having access to print studio facilities was an
invaluable resource, in addition to barely used silkscreens she could power-wash and reuse, or even re-stretch new silk over pre-fabricated industrial frames.
Within the context of Knowles’ career, and in light of this case study of Big Book,
it is important to underscore the following. One of the characteristics inherent to
Knowles’ oeuvre, arguably one of the most misunderstood qualities––often too subtle to
notice, relates to her use of recycled materials gleaned from her silkscreen studio job.
This is the first of many examples throughout the course of her life when the artist has
transformed what is otherwise deemed to be waste or trash, or in an even more nuanced
ways, more in line with everyday life than art. As we will see later on, such themes are
precisely what make Knowles’ work so radical.

Taxis – Busses, 1960
Produced in 1960, Taxis – Busses, is a lesser-known artwork in Knowles’ oeuvre,
one of two paintings from the pre-Fluxus/performance period known to still exist
(Figures 1, 22).17 One of the most notable aspects of Taxis – Busses is Knowles’ early use
of the silkscreen printing technique on canvas, which in fact pre-dates Andy Warhol’s
well-known canvases of Marilyn Monroe by two years.18 At that time, such printing
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Note about date: this may have actually been earlier, however Knowles destroyed all of her early
paintings except for two in 1962, in a bonfire on her brother’s long island property. Knowles in
conversation with author, New York, NY, (2013). See also, Hannah B. Higgins, “Love’s Labor’s Lost and
Found: A Meditation on Fluxus, Family, and Somethings Else,” Art Journal, (Spring-Summer 2010).
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Family, and Somethings Else,” Art Journal, (Spring-Summer 2010): 13. However, that date is incorrect.
Knowles in conversation with author, (2011).
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“In August 1962, Andy Warhol began to produce paintings using the screenprinting process. He recalls,
“The rubber-stamp method I’d been using to repeat images suddenly seemed too homemade; I wanted
something stronger that gave an assembly-line effect. With screenprinting you pick a photograph, blow it
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methods were considered for commercial use only. Similarly and within the lineage of
the historical avant-garde, Dada artist Hannah Höch’s use of ready-made print materials
in her earlier collage, Cut with the Dada Kitchen Knife through the Last Weimar BeerBelly Cultural Epoch in Germany (Figure 23), makes it a predecessor to Knowles’
silkscreen collage technique.19 Not only are both pieces distinctive for their
compositional structure, of greater significance is the fact that both artists make use of
non-art materials to make art, a significant theme in Knowles’ work throughout her life.
Ready-made images Knowles culled from the discarded commercial screens she
used––taken from the print studio where she worked––give Taxis – Busses its distinctive
all-over and de-centralized composition. In addition to that, with the aid of an opaque
projector, Knowles painted other found images taken from a variety of quotidian sources
such as newspaper clippings, a circus ticket stub, among others. By utilizing found
materials of production in Taxis – Busses, this piece represents a radical departure on
canvas, shifting attention from the sacred hand of the artist toward a more concept driven
and process-oriented mode of production. Even the title of the piece takes its cue from
one of the found images on the canvas.
Other images on the collaged composition of Taxis – Busses include: a simple
outlined graphic of a comic figure with snow-hat, a well-rendered stove-top coffee
percolator, several unknown male portraits, among other less recognizable elements.
up, transfer it in glue onto silk, and then roll ink across it so the ink goes through the silk but not through
the glue. That way you get the same image every time, slightly different each time. It all sounds so simple–
–quick and chancy. I was thrilled with it. My first experiments with screens were heads of Troy Donahue
and Warren Beatty, and then when Marilyn Monroe happened to die that month (August 1962), I got the
idea to make screen of her beautiful face.” Andy Warhol, and Pat Hackett, POPism: The Warhol '60s. New
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, (1980). See also Museum of Modern Art website.
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Overall, the images range from ghost-like suggestions of quotidian imagery that one may
find on a crumpled receipt in a coat pocket or an advertisement briefly glimpsed in
passing, to the fully rendered legibility of the red JELL-O logo. Fragments of what
appears to be a circus poster or ticket are repeated upside-down a few times in the bottom
half of the composition.
The top-half of the canvas is delineated with a type of framing device, which
Knowles has recalled as being part of the projector itself.20 Other legible word-based
components include the statement “UNION DISSOLVED!” the inverse of the number
“5” in neon red-orange as well as “Charleston,” “extra,” and just enough of the word
“mercury” to make it out. Each lexical element has its own typographical identity.
Beyond providing a ready-made title, the non-hierarchical organization of Taxis – Busses
gives the words present a particularly important role of moving the eyes around the
composition. Repetition of graphic elements imbues the work with visual cohesion; the
form, scale, and gray color of the handful of chain links just off center contribute tension
to unity.

Untitled, 1961
Contrasting the density of imagery previously seen in Taxis – Busses, Untitled
(1961) is wholly more discreet a work (Figure 25). Aside from a delicate blue strip on the
left, which was presumably applied with a paintbrush, Knowles created the pattern on the
right half of the canvas by spraying black spray paint through ready-made metal grating.
For Knowles, the cutout pattern in the metallic surface provided a wide passageway for
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Alison Knowles in conversation with author, New York, NY, (2013).
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the spray paint, similar to a stencil, or the porous quality of silk used in screen-printing
that allows ink to be forced through the surface with a squeegee. The metal grating
Knowles used was and is often still used to cover radiators, allowing warmth to emanate
while preventing direct contact with heated elements (Figure 26). Although the latter,
Taxis – Busses, was made just a year earlier, Untitled, represents a more refined
sensibility to utilizing ready-made items in print-making, and shows significant
development of Knowles' early process-oriented visual vocabulary.
Although only two of Knowles’ early paintings remain extant, providing very
little subject matter for evaluation, analysis of Big Book’s audio collage transcript in
chapter 3 will provide even greater clarity on the artist’s thought-process and artistic
practice in relation to these paintings.

Nonagon + Judson exhibitions
Shortly after graduating from Pratt, Knowles' first exhibition of paintings at the
lower east side Nonogon Gallery placed her work in the mix of the downtown scene.21
During the 1950s-60s the neighborhood was a thriving mix of artist-run spaces, galleries,
jazz venues and more, which cultivated an interesting mix of artists, musicians, poets and
bohemian culture. It was an exciting moment for Knowles' debut––especially considering
the brevity of her painting career.
Knowles presented a second exhibition of paintings in 1962 at the Judson Gallery.
The most notable detail of this, the second exhibition of her painting career: it was the
last. Additionally, the body of work presented represented a more expansive range of
21

“Alison Knowles––The Nonagon, 99 Second Avenue. Paintings." Exhibition opening: April 28, 1958.
See "FIFTY ART SHOWS SLATED FOR WEEK: Highlights to Be Displays at Brooklyn, Whitney, City
and Jewish Museums." New York Times, April 27, (1958).
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Knowles' artistic experimentation at that moment, bridging more traditional methods and
style of painting on stretched canvas that she began developing at Pratt, with printmaking she experienced through her post-college life working in an industrial silkscreen
printing studio. According to various oral accounts, the body of work Knowles presented
in the Judson exhibition included collaged silkscreen paintings on canvas similar to Taxis
– Busses, along with imagery projected in the space itself, utilizing the very projectors
she used to produce static painted elements.
In conversation with the author, Knowles has recalled how her boss, Mr. Hanratti,
from the commercial silkscreen printing studio where she worked at the time, attended
the Judson exhibition. Remarking on how well she was treated by her colleagues at the
studio, she said, "I always felt like they really enjoyed having a young artist working in
the studio, even if they weren't artists. They were curious of what that really meant, so
you see, it was really something when Hanratti came to my show at the Judson because in
many ways, my print-studio job had such an influence on my work at the time. It's not
even like I had to dig through the studio trash or even steal discarded materials. Since it
was a commercial studio, what was expensive to a young painter like me, was just
pennies to them. Recycling the barely-used industrial silkscreen print frames, to expose a
new image of my choice, or even re-use what was on it, was a substantial resource for me
that I don't think many other artists at the time had."22 Adding to that, Knowles has stated,
"My main job in the studio was operating the camera equipment and light-table to prep
and scale logos and images according to the job order. We made a lot of signs for
businesses, and many of them were used in backlit signage; we had to use different ink
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Knowles in conversation with author, New York, NY, (2013).
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for that since it was transparent. You can imagine how exciting it was for me to go to
places like the airport and see something like an Air France sign that I'd helped to
produce. We made things like that as one example, and often the job called for different
sizes of the same thing, which was how I really became familiar with the camera and
light table, making sure the silkscreens were just so. Aside from recycling old silkscreens,
having access to the studio equipment was really something!"23
Knowles’ accounts of her print-studio experiences are valuable to consider for a
number of reasons. First, similar to other modes of production that require specific
equipment used with specific methodical steps––such as photography and certain forms
of sculpture––procedures in most print-making processes (including the photo-emulsion
silkscreen technique used by Knowles) are only possible when all the parts are present to
make a whole. Also, Knowles' print-studio job provided the young artist with a modest
financial sustainably: her first job following Pratt. Within the wider contextual
framework of Big Book, the underlying significance of Knowles' print-studio job follows
a practical logic: access to equipment literally provided the necessary tools of production,
imbuing her art-making practice with the means to focus on a specific process. These
art/life circumstances Knowles cultivated were fortuitous, no doubt. Regardless of the
whimsical intentions of any young art school graduate––Knowles included––there is no
recipe of success. After all, locating and maintaining a balance between art and life that
allows artistic growth and experimentation is an age-old dilemma. In addition to that, by
leaning into the technical process of printing, Knowles gathered and recycled not only
physical materials to produce new work –– by focusing on a specific printing technique,
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Knowles refined her understanding of her art-making practice from a conceptual
standpoint, enabling her to grow as an artist.

Conclusion
After Knowles’ marriage to her first husband James Ericson ended and she began
her relationship to Dick Higgins, her ideas about art making began to shift away from
painting. Her second exhibition marked a significant departure from her earlier student
work. Exhibiting paintings along with other elements of the process itself, Knowles
included the Ball-opticon projector from her studio in the gallery installation, opening up
the field of experience to the production process, as art.
The over-arching significance of Knowles’ mastery of the silkscreen printing
process cannot be emphasized enough. By maintaining a relationship to this particular
printing technique throughout her lifelong career, Knowles has provided herself with a
framework to produce artwork, inspire new ideas, and in more practical terms––to
establish her contributing role within event score performance, Fluxus and Something
Else Press communities.
Within the context of her employment opportunity at various commercial print
studios, the fact that she was the only female working amongst men may seem like a
minor detail in relation to the present Big Book case study. However, it is not.
Considering that Betty Friedan’s Feminine Mystique, published in 1963, is credited with
setting second-wave feminism into motion –– Knowles’ presence amongst her male
colleagues at the print studio, as well as her position within the predominantly male
Fluxus group, is markedly significant. Knowles’ adherence to her knowledge of a
technique not only gave her the means with which she produced her artwork and
16

generated ideas, this paper will argue that print-making methods and resources
contributed a level of confidence in Knowles, based upon objective elements of method,
that working amongst so many men early in her career absolutely necessitated.
Archival Enactment, Retelling ‘The Big Book’: Alison Knowles, Something Else
Press, and Fluxus,” position Knowles’ Big Book as case study of art historical
methodology in relation to experiential art forms and process-oriented modes of artistic
production. “The Big Book is an eight-foot-tall construction by Alison Knowles, which
has a front cover and several pages, and contains a stove, telephone, chemical toilet, art
gallery, electric fan, books, and other necessities of life,” writes Bill Wilson, following
Book’s original 1966 debut at the Something Else Gallery in New York. He continues,
“[she] built the Book as a work of art to be lived in, physically and mentally, a place to
contemplate useful and changing relationships.”24 Big Book equipped the viewer as
reader with a multiplicity of quotidian scenarios, each as an opportunity to enact
relationship to its physical form through activities like brewing a cup of tea, crawling
through the entrance, signing the guest book, or napping in the grass tunnel.
It was the movement of the viewer’s body through and around life-sized pages––
like leafing through the pages of a handheld book––that enacted Book’s multitudinous
form. While individual pages were connected to and supported by a central metal spine,
the very nature of Big Book’s hybrid structure enabled a variety of ways to embody
content, and directly encounter the transformation of experience into a kind of medium.25
Rolling casters allowed movement of individual pages, which were constructed with of a
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variety of materials including wood, transparent and opaque plastic, and even a window
frame in the kitchen. Careful bending, kneeling, and crawling facilitated the viewer’s
passage through Book’s pages such as its illuminated cover, plastic foldout page, and
synthetic-grass tunnel. Knowles has recalled how she initially considered enclosing all
pages so that once inside Big Book, the viewer as reader would progress from beginning
to end, in order to exit. Instead, the artist chose to create ‘reading’ conditions that were
less strictly linear, enabling the viewer with multiple ways to enter and exit at any point
as they pleased, more similar to experiences in life itself.26
As Bill Wilson has written, “The act of entering [Big Book] requires some
unbending, some yielding of the body, as a preface to other yieldings of mind and
spirit…this process of reciprocal modification is one of the themes of Book: book and
reader alter each other.”27
Considering the lack of literature on this momentous work––a cornerstone in the artist’s
lifelong career––one could argue this fact as simply a result of its current status: no
longer extant. This thesis however, asks the radical question: what if it is more
complicated than that? What if it’s more innovative historical methodologies that are in
fact lacking? Certainly, as a matter of practicality, the reality that Big Book is no longer
extant does complicate the situation.
Knowles built this discrete work with the intention of exhibiting it, and designed
its components to be shipped packed into two crates. Subsequently, Big Book travelled,
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and was exhibited in a range of venues in Canada, Europe, and the United States.28 The
entropic impact of travel on Big Book, however, was great. Gradually individual
components became exhausted from use and shipment, so that by the time it departed
from the final venue in La Jolla, California, what remained was dismantled.
By examining Big Book through the context of Knowles’ early life, in addition to
her involvement as a founding member of Fluxus, and a contributing Something Else
Press staff member, in relation to event score performance and Dick Higgins’ intermedia,
this thesis builds a strong case arguing for revised art historical methodologies. Knowles’
artistic practice, and especially her Big Book, implicitly challenges disciplinary
specificity, like so many artists in the post-war period. To comprehensively understand
Knowles’ and other interdisciplinary modes of artistic practice, it is essential to maintain
perspective of the inter-dependent whole at all times. Meaning, details of process,
production, ideas, and an artist’s lived experience all account for the conditions that bring
their work into existence.
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CHAPTER 1
Some Things about the Score:
Keeping Score, Something Else Press + Fluxus
Does it matter that the artist ate eggs before painting this or that? Or drank coffee?
Was there an argument with someone earlier about something trivial that affected
the way the work looks? If it affected the artists, did it necessarily affect the
artwork? Is there any relevance for how the artwork resonates with its time? How
would we know? … Generalization, the smoothing-over of detail, is arguably
necessary to the machines used to craft the long view of time. But we should be
mindful that making art and writing its history are almost totally distinct
enterprises, even when we use the archive to ground a generalizing observation.
Artists address their lived worlds intelligently with mind and heart and eyes and
ears and fingertips and, sometimes, words.
Hannah B. Higgins, “Love’s Labor’s Lost and Found: A
Meditation on Fluxus, Family, and Somethings Else,” Art Journal,
Spring-Summer, 2010, 9.
By 1960, Alison Knowles was an emerging young artist in the exciting downtown
New York City scene. That same year, she attended the Manhattan School of
Screenprinting, developing further the printmaking skills she learned at Pratt. Following
the collapse of her first marriage in the late 1950s, the vibrant NYC artistic community
fostered Knowles; her screenprinting know-how enabled her with the freedom of
employment. Just as Bob Dylan later sang in 1964, Knowles’ life and work––like the
times, they [were] a changin’. Sometime after her second and final exhibition of
paintings at the Judson gallery in January 1962 and September of the same year––when
Knowles and Dick Higgins joined other Fluxus artists on tour beginning in Wiesbaden,
Germany––she destroyed all of her paintings except for two, in a bonfire in her brother
Larry’s backyard in Long Island, New York.
This chapter analyzes the boom of artistic activity that arose in the wake of the
post-war period, and outlines some of the contributing factors in Knowles’ expansive
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transition from painting to more radical street art and event score performance, especially
in relation to the Fluxus group and Something Else Press. I profile Knowles’ foundational
involvements through recent literature as well as archival sources by outlining important
developmental factors and underlying goals within Fluxus and Something Else
paradigms. Out of that context, I argue that, although no longer extant, Big Book’s
historical significance exceeds simple characterization of Knowles’ individual artistic
career –– the very narrative which helped bring Book organically into being provides a
number of valuable questions worthy of future inquiry and scholarship.
An analysis of landmark details in the development of Something Else in relation
to the expansion of the Fluxus group reveals how the artist-run Press operated as a
platform for cultivating and supporting artistic dialogue. At the time of its existence, Big
Book was somewhat of a mascot-object for the hybrid concept of intermedia––the
guiding force underlying Dick Higgins’ vision of publishing, and what he sought to
create within his own artistic practice.

Knowles between Flux and Something Else
In 1959, while at a party in the west village, not far from her parent’s home,
Knowles met Dick Higgins for the first time. A mutual friend, Dorothy Podber––worked
at the Nonagon Gallery––brought Knowles to Higgins’ party at his loft on Christopher
Street. When the party apparently got out of hand, Higgins called the cops on himself and
hid under the bed. According to some accounts, Knowles joined Higgins in hiding,
acquainting the two for the first time. Regardless of which account you take, how they
met, or in which context, Higgins moved into Knowles’ loft with her, and the couple
married on the 1st of June 1960 (Figure 21).
21

After Knowles met Higgins, she became acquainted with the group of artists who
were participating in Cage’s Experimental Composition course at the New School for
Social Research. (Figures 31-32) Though she was not enrolled in the class herself, she
was around for some of the artist gatherings that followed the course, often meeting at the
Epitome Coffee shop at 165 Bleecker Street. Higgins, Al Hansen, and others who had
participated in Cage’s course went on to form the New York Audiovisual Group, which
met at Epitome––owned/run by painter Larry Poons and Don McAree and Howard
Smythe. Aside from the folks from Cage’s class, Beat writers like Allen Ginsberg and
Jack Kerouac also gathered there.

Shifting Toward Something Else
An Artist’s Press
The aftermath of WWII precipitated a range of shifts within artistic production,
and the dialogue surrounding the wide-ranging implications of war resulted in a slew of
new challenges for artists. Considering that many of the artists within the context of this
thesis were between the ages of 7-15 in 1945, it is fair to assume most them were in the
peak of their salad days during the crucial period from 1957–1964. Beyond the youthful
idealism and creative space that the post war juncture provided (rebellion from the 1950’s
facade of the American Dream, consumer culture and Abstract Expressionism), New
York City afforded opportunities for the development of work within a closely linked
community in downtown Manhattan. As well, there was an influx of international
correspondence as a result of people displaced during the war. Following the death of
Abstract Expressionist painter Jackson Pollock in August of 1956, artists began to usher
in new forms, methods of production and dialogue. It was a landmark period in American
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cultural history.
Within the context of Alison Knowles’ life and career leading up to her Big Book,
among the most significant developments to note from 1957–1964 was the birth of
Something Else Press. The late 1950s-60s was host to a slew of other landmark events
including: Allan Kaprow’s 1958 performance, for which he coined the term Happening;
concerts organized by LaMonte Young and Yoko Ono at Ono’s loft at 112 Chambers
Street; Claes Oldenburg’s Store and Ray Gun Theatre performances on E. 2nd Street
(Figures 11-13). In addition, the latter year of the Black Mountain College provided
generative circumstances for innovation with the presence of John Cage, David Tudor,
M.C. Richards, Carolyn Brown, among others. From 1957-1959, Cage’s influence was
felt in New York through his “Experimental Composition” class at the New School for
Social Research, which included as students: George Brecht, Al Hansen, Dick Higgins,
Allan Kaprow, Robert Watts, among others. Other significant developments within the
performance genre at this early moment included Fluxus street events and the presence of
the group’s leader, Lithuanian designer, architect, and revolutionary, George Maciunas.
(Figure 33) Beyond the dialogue in New York City, California was witness to San
Francisco Dancers’ Workshops given by dancer Anna Halprin at her home studio and
outdoor dance deck in Kentfield, Marin County (Figure 34).29 Also the Judson Memorial
Church and Gallery provided a downtown venue for artists to explore innovations in
performance beyond the realm of the commercial gallery or the more highbrow notion of
theatre associated with cultural institutions such as Lincoln Center, which was also built
29

Halprin’s now famous outdoor dance deck was designed by her husband––renowned American
landscape architect, and designer––Lawrence Halprin (1916-2009). Well known for his work in the SF Bay
area and surrounding areas, including the coastal community of Sea Ranch in Sonoma County, L. Halprin’s
education included a second bachelor’s degree from the Harvard School of Design, where his professors
included Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer, and classmates Phillip Johnson and I.M. Pei.
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around this time.
These examples represent the underlying current of the late 1950s-1960s. The
strength of that current was a widespread and unmistakable confluence of energy––a
marked shift away from the compartmentalized lineage of the Modernist paradigm––
toward interdisciplinary practice, blurring the boundaries between art and life.30

Contextualizing Something Else Press
The period between 1962-1963 marks a significant shift for the Fluxus group.31
Fluxus concerts in 1962 at the Kunsthalle in Wiesbaden, Germany, along with other cities
in the Rhine region and elsewhere in Europe developed and solidified both the work and
the dynamic of this collaborative collective. One of the founding female members of the
group, Alison Knowles, has recalled that she returned from Europe to New York with a
greater understanding of the work she and her community were creating as street
performances prior to the Fluxus concerts in Europe.32 (Figures 27-30)
While stationed in Germany through the US Air Force, George Maciunas
organized the first festivals, along with Emmett Williams who was stationed in
Darmstadt. George Maciunas named Fluxus by opening a dictionary and dropping his
finger.33 He was trained as a graphic designer and architect, as well as art history.
30

Allan Kaprow, ed. Jeff Kelly, “Manifesto,” [1966] in Essays on the Blurring of Art and Life, Berkeley:
University of California Press, (2003): 81.
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Julia Robinson has underscored the post-Wiesbaden expansion of Knowles practice, a movement toward
more open work that was no longer exclusively score-based. See Julia Robinson, “The Sculpture of
Indeterminacy: Alison Knowles’ Beans and Variations,” Art Journal 63, no. 4 (Winter 2004): 102.
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Knowles has attributed this shift to the fact that while traveling and performing in the Fluxus concerts,
the artists, including herself, would often come up with a new piece to be performed in a concert the
following day. Through the influence of John Cage, they approached these performances as composers.
Knowles in conversation with author, (June 2010).
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Knowles in conversation with author, New York, NY, (2011).
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Maciunas’ work at the AG Gallery helped to precipitate dialogue with artists in NYC,
however, after the gallery folded, Maciunas was forced to flee to Europe because of the
debts he incurred at the gallery. In Europe he became acquainted with other artists who
would later be connected to the Fluxus group. It could be said that Maciunas’s interest in
the historical avant-garde and revolutionary ideology was a hindrance to his ability to
establish a sustainable position as an entrepreneur. Through LaMonte Young’s AN
ANTHOLOGY, Maciunas saw a potential distribution model for his ephemeral
performance event scores that artists were developing at the time. Consumed by a range
of projects and organizational plans, Maciunas was notoriously penniless and unable to
foot the bill.34 Inevitably, Young himself published AN ANTHOLOGY.
Cuauhtémoc Medina has written about the political agenda George Maciunas
developed in secret while stationed in Germany, aside from his better-known role as the
organizer of the Fluxus group and tour.35 Within the context of this project, a more
significant detail to note is the conflicts that began arising in early 1963 between
Maciunas and some of the other Fluxus artists, namely Alison Knowles and Dick
Higgins. Others shared similar experiences to Knowles and Higgins, too.37 Maciunas
insisted that he maintain the absolute role as festival organizer and aesthetic visionary for
the Fluxus group, complicating the other artist’s abilities to tour performances that,
although were under the blanket of Fluxus, they had made. In one such case outlined by
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Maciunas was involved in a number of projects including developing Fluxus co-ops (artist housing in
SoHo), protesting Robert Moses’s Lower Manhattan Expressway (LOMEX), among many other activities.
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Cuauhtémoc Medina, “The ‘Kulturbolschewiken’ I: Fluxus, the Abolution of Art, the Soviet Union, and
‘Pure Amusement,’” RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics, No. 48, Autumn 2005): 179-192.
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Medina discusses other artist’s similar experiences, for example Erik Anderson. Cuauhtémoc Medina,
“The ‘Kulturbolschewiken’ I: Fluxus, the Abolution of Art, the Soviet Union, and ‘Pure Amusement,’”
RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics, No. 48, Autumn 2005).
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Medina, Knowles and Higgins were practically forced into renouncing a Fluxus festival
in Stockholm in March of 1963 because they were not able to fulfill Maciunas’ financial
and organizational demands.38 As we will soon see, the dialogue dynamic between
Maciunas and Higgins is arguably one of the initial seeds planted in the formation of
Something Else Press.

Correspondence between George Maciunas and Dick Higgins
Planting Seeds of Something Else
While Medina’s aforementioned text is indeed important and useful for making
known specific details behind the European Fluxus tour between 1962-63, his underlying
agenda is to underscore the motives and politics of George Maciunas’ activities while in
Europe. For the purposes of this thesis, it is important to comprehend both sides of this
dynamic, especially the seeds of complication that were planted between Higgins and
Maciunas at this time, which arguably led to the establishment of Something Else Press.
In a carbon copy of an undated letter to George Maciunas, written from Stockholm
presumably in March of 1963, Dick Higgins builds a strong case for himself, recounting
all the details of effort he made to fulfill the Fluxus leader’s last minute demands.39
Beginning his letter, Higgins states, “Let’s see the situation clearly. The last thing I want
to do is damage. Fluxus is useful to me––it is a good rostrum for my ideas and I am
sympathetic to most of the people in it.” He goes on to outline all the steps he went
through after arriving in Stockholm, and how he believed Stockholm would have been a
good context to present Fluxus works. Given that Maciunas’ bone of contention had been
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Medina, 181.
Undated letter from Dick Higgins to George Maciunas, Jean Brown Papers, Dick Higgins file, Getty
Research Institute, Los Angeles, California. [See appendix B]
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the lack of funding to bring him to the Stockholm Fluxus event, Higgins’ letter makes
clear that he and Knowles had never intended to protest efforts to cooperate with
Maciunas. However, it had not been clear through last minute correspondence in the final
days prior the scheduled date in Stockholm, that without Maciunas present, there would
be no festival. That is, it certainly could not be billed in any way a ‘Fluxus’ event. The
experience of Higgins’ lengthy explanation is not unlike reading a letter of apology from
a child to a rigid parent.
Considering how the Stockholm dilemma unfolded in March of 1963, not long after
the first European Fluxus presentation debuted in Wiesbaden in September of 1962, helps
to contextualize corresponding consequences that subsequently followed. Even if Higgins
was known by many to be a generally loquacious correspondent, which is certainly
apparent in his nine-page letter to Maciunas, the purpose of this in-depth letter is
clarification. One of the most important aspects of this letter is how it makes clear the
complications that resulted from various artists in various different locations, all with
their own ideas and intentions, nothing short of a miscommunication. And as Higgins
reiterates a handful of times throughout his letter and in closing, “In the future, I promise
I will not involve Fluxus at all in my programs. Believe me, I do not want to do any
damage. I regret very much that I ever backed the darn project in the first place. I
thought, after our long conference Monday, that you would like me to do some publicity
for Fluxus, apart from my own work, so this was my own way, and I won’t try it again.”
The clarifications articulated in the correspondence to Maciunas are significant in
relation to the momentum that eventually gave birth to Something Else Press, among
other events and artistic activities that Higgins, Knowles, and others gave rise to. In his
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effort to soothe Maciunas’ temper after being accused of deviating from his requests,
Higgins states that he will instead bill the program as “pre-Fluxus.” He also goes on to
describe other artists’ work seen in Stockholm, advising Maciunas on whom to include or
not in his future Stockholm Fluxus Festival. Two significant conclusions can be drawn
from details in this letter. First, Higgins is teeming with enthusiasm and ideas for his
work and other serious artists developing new work in the realms of theater and
performance, though not exclusively limited to Fluxus. Second, boundaries of authorship,
categorization, and permission with relation to Fluxus, event score performance, and
interdisciplinary work raise relevant questions pertaining to historical methodology. The
gritty details Higgins’ letter helps to distinguish, relate to the very challenges that emerge
from the lack of disciplinary specificity with regard to artists in the post-war period.
Beyond that, other important developments to note that followed shortly after: the
YAM Festival, which was organized by Knowles with other Fluxus artists George Brecht,
and Robert Watts, in the fall of 1963. That same year, cellist and performance artist
Charlotte Moorman organized the first Annual Avant-Garde Festival. Something Else
Press followed soon after in early 1964. These examples represent an expansion within
this community of artists in New York City, beyond the exclusive authority of George
Maciunas.40 Higgins’ momentum to launch his own publishing venture eventually came
as a result of frustrations with Maciunas, who had among other things, perpetually
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Often deemed the Father of Fluxus, George Maciunas was a founding member of the Fluxus group.
Maciunas organized Fluxus concerts in New York and Europe, assembled and published Fluxus products
such as multiples, Flux-kits, facilitated cooperative housing for artists, and more. See Jon Hendricks,
Fluxus Codex, Detroit, MI: Gilbert and Lila Silverman Fluxus Collection in association with H.N. Abrams,
New York, (1988): 21-29.
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postponed the publication of his Jefferson’s Birthday/Postface due to money problems.41

The Something Else Press, Inc.
New Beginnings
When Higgins launched Something Else in 1964, with Jefferson’s
Birthday/Postface as the inaugural publication, Alison Knowles in fact came up with the
name for the Press.42 Her involvement with the artist-run business varied –– in addition to
being published herself, she served as Something Else’s secretary in the early days,
contributing editorial and translation work for many of the publications.43 In 1966, the
Press published its most unique edition of all: Knowles’ Big Book. It was constructed in
her home studio on the fourth floor of a multi-story building in Chelsea where the Press
office was located, and later assembled in the Something Else Gallery on the first floor––
where Book was first shown.44 Among other Something Else projects, Knowles did the
layout design and editorial work with John Cage on his book Notations (1969), and also
printed the silkscreen edition of Marcel Duchamp’s Coeur Volant (1968).
In February of 1965 Dick Higgins filed paperwork with the State of New York to
41

Alison Knowles has noted that George Maciunas did postpone the publication of Jefferson’s
Birthday/Postface due to his own financial limitation, and also suggested that it was a strong-willed
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publication himself. (Alison Knowles, conversation with the author, January 2011).
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An Annotated Bibliography. New York: McPherson & Company, (1983).
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Higgins unwaveringly employed all of the resources around him –– not only his colleagues but also his
personal inheritance toward his Press effort. For Knowles, collaborative dialogue with other Fluxus artists,
including her late husband Dick Higgins, has been invaluable. Overall, the impact of Something Else Press
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inheritance, too.
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establish Something Else Press as a corporation, to solidify his publishing endeavors
through this artist-run business.45 The significance of this inaugural moment is twofold.
Beyond simply establishing Higgins as a crucial figure within artistic production (thus
facilitating a platform to support his theoretical understanding of performance art), the
founding of Something Else Press contributed to the formation of another venue to
engage this type of work beyond the authority of George Maciunas. Higgins’ overarching interest and ability to theorize the developments within artistic practice at this
time fueled his desire to provide a more appropriate forum for discussion. Therefore,
Higgins’ contribution is worthy of evaluation to distinguish its significance in
comparison to other similar initiatives at this time.46

Re-sourcing Resources
In relation to this case study of art historical methodology and Big Book, it is
important that the significance of Something Else Press be understood, especially in
relationship to the aforementioned dynamic between Maciunas and Higgins. Without it,
understanding the discrete historical account of all multi-dimensional and intermedia
qualities of Big Book and related archival materials is next to impossible.
There have been only a few attempts at articulating the broader impact and
significance of Something Else Press, and therefore future scholarship is needed. The
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most comprehensive analysis of items produced by Something Else Press is Peter Frank’s
1983 publication, Something Else Press: An Annotated Bibliography. Frank’s book
catalogues every last piece of output from publication to miscellaneous object, including
size specification and a limited selection of images. Although Frank was in contact with
Dick Higgins throughout the making of his Bibliography, this books functions more as a
catalogue rather than providing any type of theoretical or contextual background. The
most in-depth analyses Frank’s book offers compare certain books to each other within
the Something Else Press oeuvre, but do not pursue any other precedents in small press
publishing, beyond the suggested connection to Hansjörg Mayer. Similarly, in 2007, the
non-profit organization Primary Information re-issued the entire Great Bear Pamphlet
series.47 More recently, Primary Information began hosting the complete index of
Something Else Press Newsletters and News Cards in PDF files on their website in the
“Online Resources” section. Undoubtedly, both examples mentioned here, among others,
are indispensable resources. Still, a more comprehensive theorization is called for of the
relationships of Something Else Press to dialogue surrounding Fluxus, event score
performance, as well as the much broader context of small press avant-garde publishing
in the 20th century to the present. The vast contributions made by artists, authors, and
producers were great and suggest a range of potential evaluations and influences.48
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Gertrude Stein, and dada artist Richard Huelsenbeck.
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Conclusion
An Antidote to Hybrid Forms: Dick Higgins' ‘Intermedia’
According to Dick Higgins' 1965 essay, which bears the same name as his
concept intermedia, "Much of the best work being produced today seems to fall between
media." In its original publication, issued in the first Something Else Press Newsletter in
February the following year, Higgins attributes origins of the separation of traditional
artistic media (i.e. painting, sculpture) to the renaissance, and compares such hierarchies
to social structures of feudalism. Critiquing what he perceived as unnecessarily rigid
categories separating one form from another, and in asking, “what are [paintings], after
all…” he says, “expensive, hand-made objects intended to ornament the walls of the rich
or…to be shared with the large numbers of people and give them a sense of grandeur. But
they do not allow any sense of dialogue.” Higgins builds a case in opposition to the
institution of painting and the boundaries between the arts, arguing in favor of his
intermedia––an approach to art production that falls between the media. According to
critic Harold Rosenburg, this new paradigm, “as its name implies…is out to replace the
arts with a new species of entity––the aesthetic hybrid.”49
Speaking about the shifts in disciplinary specificity that the post-war period was
witness to, in a statement on intermedia written the following year, Higgins states, “Art is
one of the ways that people communicate. It is difficult for me to imagine a serious
person attacking any means of communication per se.” He uses the cubists as a means to
reference how artists ask for a new way of looking at things by communicating through
art, though makes an important contextual distinction by stating how technological
developments in his day have caused artists to become more impatient in comparison. In
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contrast to his previous article on intermedia, this statement is direct and concise. Making
reference to the impact of Happenings, event pieces and mixed media films, he
underlines for emphasis, saying, “We want to see it done.” In the desire to see it done,
Higgins asks for a more enactive approach to experiencing art, which we will return to
later.
Dick Higgins’ 1966 statement on intermedia emphasizes how the conditions of
artistic media in the post-war period led to a breakdown of traditional forms, “as if by
spontaneous combustion throughout the entire world, that these points are arbitrary and
only useful as critical tools…” He states how a work can be “basically musical, but also
poetry,” as an example of how the intermedial approach puts significant emphasis on “the
dialectic between the media.”50
The same year Higgins statement on intermedia was written, Alison Knowles’ Big
Book was exhibited for the first time in the Something Else Gallery in New York.
Comprised of eight moveable pages, each four-feet wide by eight-feet tall, anchored to a
metal spine, this walk-in construction was equipped with casters, which made it possible
to leaf through and around individual pages. Each page provided access to the next,
opening up different spaces where the viewer as reader could spend time. Among other
things, Big Book contained a gallery (with works by artist friends), a library, a stove and
teakettle, a telephone, and a window to open, close or climb through. (Figure 1-2, 24)
Examining the multi-dimensionality, not to mention multi-functionality, of Big
Book’s form within the context of intermedia is important to this case study for the
50
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following reasons. First, the reality of what the object was––a range of experiential
options inviting the ‘reader’ to enact––like a catchall mascot for the concept of
intermedia Higgins and others sought to promote through Something Else Press. The
project of the performance art genre emerging in the late 1950s-60s in relation Something
Else Press is want for scholarly attention. Knowles’ Book provides a model form and
source of momentum for this discourse.
Secondly, and even more significant for on-going scholarship on Knowles, is the
extent that Big Book was an absolute precedent-setting work in her career. Playing a role
in Knowles’ oeuvre comparable to the way an essential joint makes sitting in a wooden
chair possible, Big Book represents a culmination of definitive factors of the artist’s work
and lifelong career. One of the underlying goals of this case study is to confront the task
of an important artwork no longer extent as a means to both account for Big Book’s
history, and cultivate new methodologies for engaging experiential artistic production.
Although one could argue that if it the original remnants of Big Book were uncovered,
hiding in someone’s basement or similar, the weight of this case study would be
diminished. However, the reality of Big Book’s multi-faceted form and lifespan strongly
maintains such a claim to be false. The fact is this: each time Big Book was exhibited, the
context changed.
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CHAPTER 2
Intermedia as Word: Performance in Print
An Act of Turning: Enactive Turn + the Cagean Impact
In this chapter, early collaborative Something Else Press publication, The Four
Suits, is examined. (Figures 35-48) Comprised of work by artists Philip Corner, Alison
Knowles, Ben Patterson, and Tomas Schmit, there is also a foreword by Dick Higgins.
Most significant, within the context of re-telling Big Book’s story is Knowles’ graphic
performance: T-dictionary. Using Higgins’ foreword as support in addition to visual
analysis, I assert that, in light of no longer extant Big Book, the value of this precursor
work lies first and foremost in its current availability. In addition to that, formal
similarities pertaining to the way in which the book form organizes experience, and how
the active engagement of leafing through pages transforms the role of the viewer-asreader through movement. Therefore, T-dictionary supports our understanding of Big
Book, and informs this project as a whole. Conceptual parallels allow for comparison and
greater insight into the artists’ thought process, even if it is not possible to experience Big
Book today. My argument is underscored through analysis of John Cage’s Lecture on
Nothing in relation to Knowles’ art practice, as well as the language she uses in the score
composition used in T-dictionary.
The establishment of Something Else Press was a creative juncture for Knowles.
Sewing comparable qualities and concepts of T-dictionary and Big Book brings clarity to
Knowles’ oeuvre and distinguishes a momentous seam in her career: joining together her
unique process-oriented vocabulary in connection to Something Else Press, intermedia,
the Fluxus group, John Cage, event score performance, and silkscreen printing.
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'The Four Suits': Dick Higgins’ Publisher's Foreword
The four suits. Why the four suits? The four people in this book after all, don’t
form any kind of group. They all work in different media. They are perhaps the
only four living artists who do not claim to have originated Happenings and/or
one of the many analogues of Happenings. There is a reason. This book is no
accident. But this will take a moment to become apparent. First, let us for a
moment, review the current situation.
Dick Higgins, foreword, The Four Suits

Published in 1965, The Four Suits is the fourth book published by Something
Else, just a year after the Press was established. This next section outlines the
significance of the Four Suits, providing context of Knowles’ development of Big Book.
The four suit ensemble the title refers to are artists: Alison Knowles, Tomas Schmit,
Benjamin Patterson, and Phillip Corner.
In his foreword, publisher and Press founder Dick Higgins outlines the current
situation he refers to, providing art historical context for potential readers of Four Suits.
He says, “Quite apart from social changes, the last ten or fifteen years have seen
incredible ferment in the arts.” He then goes on to describe how “Abstract Expressionism
gave rise to the early, painting-oriented form of Happening.” The artist/publisher’s
streaming foreword is an impressive account of the very history he was participating in,
building connections between early Happenings to not only the lineage of AbstractExpressionism, also linking it to “vaudeville performance…partially
improvisatory…events being collaged among objects in an overall, expressive collage,”
before going on to reference the influence of John Cage in relation to “sound or, as in
Cage’s own case, music-cum-philosophy.”
Beyond the historical context Higgins swiftly builds in support of the publication,
he goes on to offer broad biographical sketches of the artists included, and their
36

corresponding contributions. In the case of Knowles, Higgins states how her silkscreen
camera operator day-job made it “natural that she should be about the first to do the kind
of multiple overlay silkscreen printing that was later associated with Rauschenberg,
Warhol, etc.” He also mentions her astrological sign and home address. Higgins’ rapidfire contextual commentary serves as the intellectual binding of the book, setting a stage
for the artists included.
As an object itself, The Four Suits is relatively simple in design: hard-cover
edition covered in off-white linen, title on the spine, with names of the artists included on
the cover in text running vertically bottom to top in copper ink (Figure 35). Each artist’s
name is punctuated with a one of four suits (clubs, diamonds, hearts, spades). The order
of artist appearances is: Alison Knowles, Benjamin Patterson, Tomas Schmit, and Phillip
Corner. Aside from Knowles, the work of the other three artists includes for each a
selection of text, along with word pieces, and other elements calling for reader
engagement similar to games.
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Alison Knowles' 'T-dictionary'
Performance Piece #8
Divide a variety of objects into two groups. Each group is labeled “everything.”
These groups may include several people. There is a third division of the stage
empty of objects labeled “nothing.” Each of the objects is “something.” One
performer combines and activates the objects as follows for any desired duration
of time:
1. Something with everything
2. Something with nothing
3. Something with something
4. Everything with everything
5. Everything with nothing
6. Nothing with nothing
The T-dictionary is a graphic performance of Knowles’ Performance Piece #8. As
is stated below the score itself in Four Suits, Knowles uses words as one group of objects
and images as the other in this printed graphic version (Figure 38). Similar to many
pieces in Knowles' oeuvre, T-dictionary cycles and recycles elements within this printed
graphic edition, transforming concepts and content and vice versa. Corresponding to the
score, graphic illustrations from the initial T title page (Figure 37), and the dictionary
words and images on the following two pages (Figure 39), provide content for the
groupings stated.
In preparation for a more in-depth examination of T-dictionary, it will be helpful
to first consider the event score form underlying the graphic iteration of Performance
Piece #8. The precedents of event score performance in relation to the influence of John
Cage, George Brecht, and Fluxus provide context. Creative and no less practical
consequences of the event score Brecht engineered were generous. As Hannah Higgins
states, in her book Fluxus Experience:
The most durable innovation to emerge from [Cage’s] classroom was George
Brecht’s Event score, a performance technique that has been used extensively by
virtually every Fluxus artist…In the Event, everyday actions are framed as
38

minimalistic performances or, occasionally, as imaginary and impossible
experiments with everyday situations.
Rooted in the lineage of musical composition, and developed by George Brecht in the
context of John Cage’s “Experimental Composition” class at the New School (1957-59),
the event score is a recipe for event performance. Rather than a composition limited to
musical instrumentation in the traditional sense, the event score introduces the durational
element to boundless possibility, and frames action, object, and participant, as the artist
defines. Within the context of Fluxus performance, this method of producing
performance work reflects a type of “call & response” correspondence strategy between
artists, engendering a network of factors to consider. Complicating traditional methods of
evaluation, these modalities shift evaluative potential away from formal aspects of
aesthetics or quality.51
Within the context of this examination of T-dictionary, it will be helpful to
consider a few of Cage’s compositions in particular in order to make distinctive the
language Knowles used to define groups of objects in her Performance Piece #8 score:
something, nothing, and everything. The multi-faceted role Cage served for Knowles and
her artist cohort: respected composer, teacher and friend, was of great consequence.

51

For example, one could argue in this context for a methodology of evaluation built on criteria of the
number of responses one score received versus another. In his lecture course at Columbia University, NeoDada, in the fall of 2010, Professor Branden Joseph proposed similar criteria of evaluation to be explored
further. Further scholarship could examine Joseph’s proposition in relation to Alva Noë’s aesthetic theory
of organization that is put forth in this thesis.
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The Cagean Impact:
Something, Nothing, and Everything Else
I am here, and there is nothing to say. If among you are those who wish to get
somewhere, let them leave at any moment. What we re–quire is silence; but what
silence requires is that I go on talking. Give any one thought a push: it falls down
easily; but the pusher and the pushed pro–duce that enter–tainment called a dis–
cussion. Shall we have one later?
Or we could simply de–code not to have a dis–cussion. What ever you like. But
now there are silences and the words make help make the silences. I have nothing
to say and I am saying it and that is poetry as I need it. This space of time is
organized. … Re–gard it as something seen momentarily, as though from a
window while traveling.
Excerpt from “Lecture on Nothing,” Silence: Lectures and Writings by
John Cage, Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 1961, 109.
Performing language, as he did sound, for the first time in 1950, Cage debuted his
“Lecture on Nothing” to an audience at the Artist’s Club on 8th Street in Manhattan.
Silence is given form through what it is not (i.e. Cage’s speaking), through the duration
of the lecture. As Cagean-performance, Fluxus, and George Brecht scholar Julia
Robinson underscores, Cage’s lecture “reveals what he is presenting as a template for a
wider field of experience…[making] a space for changing technological demands on the
senses.”52 Shortly after, the composer produced a follow-up, “Lecture on Something.”
The concepts Cage explored through his lectures on Nothing and Something were
further developed in 1952 with the debut of his now famous 4’33”. By placing the
spotlight on the space in between all notes in the course of a musical composition, Cage
upended our perceptions of what silence is, giving audience members an opportunity to
discover a variation of what he experienced in the sound-free environment of the
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anechoic chamber at Harvard in 1951. While in the chamber, much to his surprise, he
encountered two distinct sounds: one high and one low. Inquiring with the sound
engineer, Cage learned the first was of his nervous system in operation, and the second
his blood circulation.53
Philosopher and cognitive scientist, Alva Noë’s aesthetic theory of organization
proposes a particularly generative model with which to consider Cage’s composition,
Knowles’ score, and other related intermedia and event score performance work. Noë
says,
Seeing [or in the case of Cage, listening], according to the enactive or actionist
position…is not something that happens in our brains, or anywhere else, for that
matter; it is something we do, or make, or achieve. And like everything else we
achieve, we do so only against the background of our skills, knowledge, situation,
and environment, including our social environment.54
Although Noë’s example pertains to sight, the overall aim of his project in discussing the
enactive approach is directed more generally at perception. Cage’s “Lecture on Nothing”
clearly illustrates Noë’s idea that perception is an activity. In turn, the philosopher’s
concept brings clarity to examining how Cage’s composition is such: “What we require is
silence; but what silence requires is that I go on talking…But now there are silences and
the words help make up the silences…The space of time is organized.”
Discussing aspects of his aesthetic theory of organization further, Noë calls upon
science and philosophy [which arguably references art history, too], saying that they seek
53
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to treat art as a phenomenon, to explain it. He then asks an exciting question: “what might
be the character of knowledge at which art aims be?”55 Keeping the aforementioned
concept in mind––that seeing, and our perceptual experience, is something we achieve
through activity––Noë says, “art provides us an opportunity to catch ourselves in the act
of achieving our conscious lives, of bringing the world into focus for perceptual (and
other forms of) consciousness.”56 And later he says, “Art, really, is an engagement with
the ways our practices, techniques, and technologies organize us, and it is, finally, a way
to understand our organization, and inevitably, to reorganize ourselves.”57 Noë’s
proposition provides the means to discern more than a mere explanation by pursuing a
more generative model of assessment that considers how Cage’s “Lecture on Nothing”
functions by accounting for the way it organizes and re-organizes us and our relative
experience.
Whereas Cage’s lectures evoke form through the content itself (language,
providing a spoken model), Knowles utilizes similarly broad terminology as a generative
means to organize the performer’s activities in relation to the recipe of categories in her
Performance Piece #8. Exploring the use of language in more traditional contexts of
music composition, Cage's lectures articulate concepts of nothing/something as process,
speaking them into form; enactment of the art itself arises through activity. Knowles
categorizes something, nothing, and everything, as a means to create a container capable
of holding the space of experience, to frame conceptual and physical activity of
performance, and in the case of T-dictionary, capable of orchestrating a printed graphic
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version, too.
T-dictionary: A Reading Event
Starring Graphics, with Reader as Performer
Hands unfold choreography of this, a reading event, set to the tune of black and
white silver-print graphics and words. Unique to T-dictionary, the graphic iteration of
Performance Piece #8: opening and turning the pages of the book enacts the work, while
facing pages reveal relationship in process between pages and groups of something and
nothing. (Figures 40-46) In the graphic version, words are used as one group, and images
for the other. Unlike typically staged performance, the reader unfolds experience over
time at their chosen pace, moving forward and/or backward by their choosing in the
comfort of this handheld presentation. The duration of the performance as the score
instructs: at the performer’s discretion, though in this case, the reader.
In her definitive essay, Between Water and Stone: Fluxus Performance, A
Metaphysics of Acts, Kristine Stiles profiles a selection of concepts, context, artists and
their work fundamental to this history, stating that scholarly work on the interdisciplinary
practices included in Fluxus is still in its nascency. Stiles discusses how “Fluxus
performances situate the body in the center of knowledge as the principal means by
which to interrogate the very condition in which individuals interact with things,” and the
significance of how “each Fluxus action thus contains within itself a history that is both
of and for the body.”58 Also, in her intention “to secure Fluxus performance in a broad
context suitable to theoretical interpretations grounded in material and historical
conditions,” Stiles discusses the predicament of Western philosophy’s active participation
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“in the great metaphorization that has abandoned [and] denied the body.”59
Among the many generative contributions Stiles puts forth worthy of scholarly
attention, in this current examination of T-dictionary, her analysis of Knowles’ score
Performance Piece #8 is most relevant. It is significant to note how, in relation to the
dynamic unfolding of Fluxus, Something Else Press, and the concept of intermedia––
discussed in the previous chapter––Stiles’ essay underscores the extent to which Fluxus
performance, and intermedia are in relationship. Distinguishing this is important for two
reasons. First, while Knowles’ T-dictionary maintains direct connection to Fluxus event
score form through Performance Piece #8, the platform for this graphic performance––
The Four Suits––is a Something Else Press publication. Second, Stiles credits Dick
Higgins’ intermedia concept as identifying the “formal apparatus” that defines the
emerging paradigm that Fluxus performance contributes to. Underlying challenges
indicative to interdisciplinary artistic practice in the post-war period and after, resulting
from disciplinary specific historical methodologies, call for new theoretical approaches
and revised method. These important distinctions contribute to progressing the aim of this
project: to discern key variations within Knowles’ work that also articulate certain
junctures in relationship, spanning developments of Something Else Press relevant to
Fluxus, and intermedia.
Pointing to George Brecht’s observation, “every object is an event…and every
event has an object-like quality,” Kristine Stiles discusses how objects are used in Fluxus
performance to motivate behavior. The significance of this behavioral component relates
to one of the underlying themes underscored in her text, pertaining to the ways in which
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performance––in this case, Fluxus performance––is “the interstice between object and
subject.”60 She calls on the work of anthropologist Robert Plant Armstrong, to emphasize
the distinction he makes between normal objects and what he calls “works of affective
presence.”61 Armstrong states how it is the behavioral element that links the two, and that
“Behavioral evidence as a criterion of classification helps us more markedly in our
attempts to fit such phenomena into the schemes of human existence than centuries of
attempts to ‘define art.’”62 The behavioral component they are referring to is perhaps
most basic, and most vital to Stiles assertions.
Another way to consider this important point related to the enactive qualities of
art: speaking further about his aesthetic theory of organization, philosopher and cognitive
scientist Alva Noë has said, “You don’t get an aesthetic experience just for the price of
admission to the gallery.”63 Using Knowles’ Performance Piece #8 as an example, Stiles
suggests, “An argument may be constructed to suggest that Fluxus events achieve the
condition of ‘art’ precisely because of the ways in which they underscore the reciprocity
between perception and behavior and demonstrate how culture endows objects with
‘affective presence.’”64 In the context of this thesis Stiles analysis of Performance Piece
#8 is productive in connecting the behavioral aspect of Fluxus performance related to the
interstitial space between object and subject. Stiles calls the categories Knowles specifies
to the performer––something, nothing and everything––terms of difference in a range of
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relative value.
Beyond the aforementioned aspects of the Performance Piece #8 composition, the
visual components in the T-dictionary graphic iteration are of great significance. As is
discussed in the introduction of this thesis, as well as Dick Higgins’ Publisher’s
Foreword, the influence of Knowles’ job as a camera technician in various commercial
silkscreen studios in the early 1960s had a tremendous impact on her life and work. In
relation to paintings discussed in the previous chapter, Taxis – Busses (1960), and
Untitled (1961), the impacts of Knowles’ work in the print studio are visible in Tdictionary, too. The prevalence of positive/negative print imagery in the graphic
performance reveals how aspects of the elements of graphic reproduction found a way
into the final prints published in The Four Suits. In the next chapter, analysis of an
excerpt from Big Book’s two-channel audio collage will reveal the extent that was so.
Beginning with a T title page, the T-dictionary introduces images that will unfold
in various ways in the pages that follow. Teeth, a travel trunk, a trio of men, octopus
tentacles, among other items that begin with the letter, surround a white page-sized T. In
the subsequent pages, the graphic iteration of Performance Piece #8 takes place, as the
hands of the reader as performer enact the work. Knowles uses the traditional dictionary
entry as a ready-made form: images and words become the source material to fulfill the
two categories of something and nothing that the score calls for.
According to the artist, the inherent sequence that pages of a book denote are
linear, the printed elements of T-dictionary are in no particular order. In this performance,
each composition unfolds relationship of something and nothing, words and images, an
improvised variation of the ready-made dictionary form, seamlessly merging art and life
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into one. Taking a closer glance at words and images T-dictionary’s word list reveals the
extent of Knowles’ playfully improvised sense of humor: even the list of words represent
a selection by the artist, along with the definitions in some cases, too. For example, talent
is defined as “an ancient unit of weight,” and Tanjore, “A town in Madras known for its
tomato curry. This curry is especially hot and delicious at the Kashmir Restaurant, 108
W. 45th St, NY, any night but Monday.” Among other noteworthy subtleties embedded in
Knowles’ Dictionary: the artist has recalled how the graphic used for the illustration of
the trio of men is actually a photograph of some plumbers she knew at the time.65

Conclusion
As a direct precursor to Knowles’ Big Book, her lesser-known T-dictionary
provides insight to our understanding of her development and use of the experiential
book form, albeit in this smaller handheld scale. Additionally, considering that Big Book
is no longer extant, research accessibility in this more traditionally published form is key.
Conceptual parallels between these two works allow for comparison and greater insight
into the artists’ thought process, even if it is not possible to experience Big Book today.
My argument is underscored through analysis of John Cage’s Lecture on Nothing
in relation to Knowles’ art practice, as well as the language she uses in the score
composition used in T-dictionary. Philosopher and cognitive scientist, Alva Noë’s
aesthetic theory of organization proposes a particularly generative model with which to
Knowles’ work in preparation for the archival enactment of Knowles’ Big Book, in
addition to expanding our comprehension of other related event score performance,
Fluxus and intermedia activities and compositions. Formal similarities pertaining to the
65
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way in which The Four Suits organizes experience, supports our understanding of Big
Book, and informs this project as a whole. Noë’s theoretical proposition frames how
active engagement of leafing through pages transforms the role of the viewer-as-reader
through movement.
Kristine Stiles’ analysis of Knowles’ score, as well as intermedia and Fluxus
performance more generally, sets the precedent for our understanding of certain
behavioral elements within this type of work pertaining to subject/object relationships
and embodiment, which are further explored through Alva Noë’s enactive approach to
perception. Stiles analysis of Fluxus performance and Knowles’ score for Performance
Piece #8 identifies the important behavioral element linking the interstitial space between
object and subject that performance enacts. The categories Knowles used in her
Performance Piece #8––something, nothing, and everything––were improvised in the
graphic version: one group was words and the other image. Organizing the activity of
reading as a performance, the book format positions the reader’s experience of words and
images amongst T-dictionary’s pages at center. Alva Noë’s aesthetic theory of
organization provides new theoretical framework with which to pursue analysis of
Knowles’ work, as well as other intermedia and Fluxus contributions, in addition to John
Cage’s expansive approach to musical composition. Building onto that, the next chapter
will examine how The Big Book in particular, implicitly challenges disciplinary
specificity. Noë’s enactive approach to perception will provide theoretical support to our
case study of art historical methodology in relation to Book’s hybrid form. To
comprehensively understand Knowles’ and other interdisciplinary modes of artistic
practice, it is essential to maintain perspective of the inter-dependent whole at all times;
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CHAPTER 3
Enacting Archive: Retelling ‘The Big Book’
Contents in Dialogue
The same year Dick Higgins brought Something Else Press into being, 1964, in
August of that year Alison Knowles gave birth to the couple’s twin daughters, Hannah
and Jessica. Shortly after, the couple relocated from SoHo to a brownstone in Chelsea, a
more suitable home for their growing family, with space enough for the Something Else
Press office headquarters. As this chapter reveals, the period between 1963-1967 was one
of great change, transition and expansion. After completing the aforementioned Tdictionary published in The Four Suits in 1965, Higgins asked Knowles what she would
come up with next. Before long, that same year she was on to her next big thing, literally:
The Big Book.
This chapter examines Big Book as it is today: an important work of art in
Knowles’ oeuvre, no longer extant. The guiding question in this final chapter: how can
one describe a work of art that is now defunct? How do we hold the experiential, and
what is the consequence of this inquiry?
Accounts of the physical and conceptual components of Book are pieced together
through support of multiple primary sources including an unedited film, relevant
literature from then and now, as well as images. Produced as a part of this case study,
original transcriptions of Big Book’s two-channel audio collage, in addition to a Dick
Higgins’ audio commentary about the artwork are reviewed for the lesser-known details
of context, intention, and process. Building bridges in the literature and in dialogue with
previous chapters––as well as pertaining to Knowles’ oeuvre, Something Else,
intermedia, event score performance, and Fluxus––this chapter makes clear the all50

inclusive significance of Book.66

Capacity of Contents
“Re-shaping the Book for post-literate man,” reads the caption beneath a photo of
artist Alison Knowles as a part of the Newsweek article, “Pandora’s Book,” published
April 29, 1968 (Figure 50). The photo features Knowles amidst the pages of her Big Book
(1966), an 8-foot tall book structure with eight pages four-feet wide. Legibility of the
snapshot however, is limited (Figure 51). The eyes are drawn to the large white letters
that name the construction: THE BIG BOOK. The flatness of the photograph limits
comprehension of the depth and texture of the book, forcing the reader to rely on the text
in the article, which promises:
The Book we’ve all been waiting for: 8 feet tall, weight about a ton, equipped
with telephone, toilet, hot plate, art gallery, graffiti wall, and––for the utmost in
reading pleasure––a 4-foot sleeping tunnel lined with artificial grass. Blinking
lights, a[n audio] tape collage…
The article’s journalistic synopsis of Knowles’ Book is directed toward a more general
Newsweek audience, and therefore is limited. The superficial description combined with
the shortcomings of the photograph, point to more urgent challenges for art historians in
relation to the performance genre, as well as art works no longer extant. Much of the
recent dialogue surrounding Big Book is limited––barely more than a landmark identified
for future scholarship, or footnoted reference stating that the piece was destroyed.67 This
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chapter offers what is now called for: a more comprehensive examination of all
components in Big Book’s archive, and analysis of its hybrid form.
Embodying Whole Cloth
Body in ‘Book’
Why not make art whole cloth out of what’s really going on?
Dick and I were having lunch in London on our way to the Institute for
Contemporary Art [ICA].
“What will you do,” he asked.
Looking down at my plate I said, “I could make a salad.”
Leaving the café across from the Cross & Blackwell Company, we found a large
pickle barrel. And rolled it to the ICA. What could they say?
Alison Knowles, in conversation with Julia Robinson
The Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY, October, 2010.

The concept of Alison Knowles’ Big Book is twofold. This life-sized book explored
the idea that life and literature (which is to say, art) mirrored one another. The second
concept, supported by Alva Noë’s previously discussed aesthetic theory of organization,
was that life could be compartmentalized like a book.68 Time becomes tangible when
turning the pages of a book. Enactment of quotidian objects held within Big Book’s pages
unfolded contents through experience: actions of the viewer’s body inherently linked
perceptual activity to movement. Rather than a simple text-based proposition associated
with event score and Fluxus performance, as well as the traditional handheld scale of Tdictionary in The Four Suits, the life-sized pages of Big Book’s hybrid form framed
whole-body experience over time. Demanding participation as prerequisite, Book
positioned the viewer as Reader––that is, the viewer’s activity became the metaphor of
68
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text––ascribing new meaning altogether to the phrase life-sized.
The fact that Knowles’ Big Book is no longer extant presents a challenge, however.
How can the significance of this important work be understood within the span of a
lifelong career when we are only left with the documents created during the short life of
this work? The Big Book, marks a turning point in Knowles’ career, and represents an
important expansion of the spirit of John Cage, Fluxus, and intermedia paradigms.
As Julia Robinson has noted:
Although it was Marcel Duchamp who first argued that the spectator completes
the work, it was the sphere of performance and the radical practices developed by
Cage that provided the impetus for Knowles and her peers to incorporate duration
and experience into the very conception of the works they created. Disavowing
convention and sacrificing structure, they made experience a kind of medium, as
important as any other.69
An interview with scholar, author and critic William S. Wilson, confirms
Robinson’s point.70 As Wilson has vividly recalled, during his first visit to see Book, at
the Something Else Gallery in Chelsea, the young professor––who was working at
Queens College at that time––was met with great resistance in his experience. He was
simply unable to find “the willingness” that Big Book demanded of the viewer, to “bend
down, yield into movement, and crawl through.”71 Shortly after, Wilson returned a
second time, and even wrote an article about his experience of Big Book.72
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Voice of an Object
This case study of Big Book will examine the inaugural exhibition at Chicago’s
Museum of Contemporary Art, Pictures to the Read/Poetry to be Seen, curated by Jan
van der Marck, as context to analyze critical review about Big Book. In order to guide this
inquiry with greater potency, however, in the next section, we will first explore two
important audio recordings produced during and shortly after Knowles constructed her
Big Book: Dick Higgins’ commentary, as well as Book’s two-channel collage.73 Access to
the material in these audio reels will provide significant clarity to overall comprehension
of this important work of art, no longer extant, adding greater depth to analyses later in
the chapter.

Dick Higgins’ Big Book Audio Commentary
Sometime around 1966, Dick Higgins recorded an audio commentary describing
his experiences of Knowles' Book. His account streams in typical Higgins fashion:
fluency of ideas strung together with a liberal dose of opinions. What we learn from this
audio document is that Knowles initially considered Big Book as a model for the Big-Big
Book, which would have been 80-feet tall instead of 8-feet tall, ultimately 10-times as
large. Higgins states, “The Big Book is not in fact anything but an accumulation of ideas
about books, and therefore a sculptural identity is not ultimately the most important.”74
His commentary conjures up easy dialogue with Alva Noë’s aesthetic theory of
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organization, discussed in the previous chapter. He says, “Art, really, is an engagement
with the ways our practices, techniques, and technologies organize us, and it is, finally, a
way to understand our organization and, inevitably, to reorganize ourselves.” Likewise,
Higgins says, “It’s not about format, but about situation, accumulation, experience –– the
things we go through and the process of developing our attitudes toward things."75
Higgins’ commentary provides important perspective of contemporaneous
reception, in the context of the historical and theoretical frame his commentary
articulates. After all, Big Book was published by Something Else Press, which makes this
recording even more significant. Continuing, Higgins goes on to say, "The point is… Big
Book gives her the opportunity of making an environment out of her accumulations and
for this, it is extremely important. She has done in the Big Book just as she did in The
Four Suits, an accumulation of stock material."
Among others, two of the most significant aspects of his commentary are as
follows. First, his choice of the word accumulation––the acquisition or gradual gathering
of something––denotes the two most decisive ingredients in Knowles' artwork throughout
the course of her life: duration and process. Secondly, and out of the context of the
previous chapter, Higgins clearly acknowledges her T-dictionary as antecedent to Big
Book. Beyond providing theoretical and conceptual analysis of Big Book, the audio
recording itself is yet another medium Higgins utilized to support and document artistic
production, thus putting Intermedia into practice, much like his publishing endeavors
through Something Else Press.
75
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While considering the concept of accumulation in relation to Knowles’ work, he
distinguishes how the idea would translate in a more typical book, and offers the example
of poetry––an anthology of poetry. In the case of Big Book, however, Higgins describes
how Knowles’ Book is less of an anthology of any one topic in particular, but says rather,
“in effect, she’s created an anthology situation.”
Higgins’ commentary supports our understanding of how specific multidimensional and multi-media components that Big Book’s hybrid form was comprised of
made writing about it particularly difficult. Trying to decipher content and meaning
though images alone simply does not cut it, the shape was too complex; the audio content
is not visible in photo documents. The list goes on. Higgins’ commentary confirms page
location of certain elements, which allows for piecing together more specific knowledge
of contents overall. 76
Later in Higgins’ audio commentary, he discusses Knowles’ process of
production for Big Book:
First it was a series of drawings; a cutout made of paper [Figures 52-54], as
Alison gradually made mockup, and mockup…it was then a series of engineering
problems. Of plumbing catalogues looked at, and visits to the hardware store, as
Alison gradually decided what Big Book could be––how it could be physically
constructed…be moved…crated…exhibited…used…made rugged. Portable and
not portable… Adaptable in every way she could conceive.
He even specifies the process the Something Else Press staff went through, along with
Knowles, of course, to relocate Big Book from her studio to the Something Else Gallery
on the first floor, the same day Marshall McLuhan was there for a meeting.
Just before concluding this recording, which is reminiscent of a radio broadcast,
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Higgins ponders what he imagines Knowles will come up with next, saying it would
presumably be some form of accumulation––“because that is how she thinks.
Accumulations of energy, if nothing else, even in her Abstract Expressionist days that
was true.” And in closing he says, “it’s impossible to predict what that lady is going to
do…she may very well surprise us, as she always has to date.”
Editorial Staff Support
Emmett Williams, ‘Alison in Wonderland’
“The Big Book will exist in an extremely limited edition of one,” writes poet,
artist, and Something Else Press editor-in-chief Emmett Williams, in his September 1966
article, Alison in Wonderland. Describing the life-sized hybrid construction in
conversation with Knowles, “pages are luxuriantly overgrown with objects of everyday
living, embellished structurally and texturally with silkscreen prints of man and beast.”
He goes on to say, “stoop to enter the illuminated grass tunnel, and there is an almost lifesize naked man making the same gesture. Crawl out at the end of the tunnel and stand
up––he, too, is standing.” Corresponding to the tunnel referenced in the text, a diagonal
arrangement of photographs from top left to bottom right corners of the page shows a
sequence of time elapsed, as the artist passes through Book’s grass tunnel. (Figure 57)
Pushing this case study of Big Book forward, Williams’ text adds to our
understanding of Higgins’ aforementioned commentary. In particular, his descriptions of
silkscreen prints of the “life-sized naked man,” contained within Book’s pages provide
context for our understanding of their function in the viewer’s enactive experience. The
images Knowles used to produce the silkscreen prints Williams refers to, dispersed
throughout Book’s pages, were in fact reproductions from Eadweard Muybridge’s studies
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of human motion.77 While the text Knowles’ Big Book contained was limited to the
hybrid construction’s title emblazoned on the cover, as well as three signs stating, “Not
an Exit,” “No Smoking,” and “Lift Up,” the images of the man kneeling, and standing,
served the viewer through subtle visual directives to be interpreted for enactment.78
Limitations within photographic documentation detailing the Big Book’s contents make
legibility of these prints in relation to page location difficult if not impossible to decipher,
therefore Williams’ description provides crucial details for this case study.79
Emmett Williams’ article is equally descriptive and conversational. Asking the
artist, “What is the Big Book about? [...] Books are usually about something,” she
responds:
It’s about my life…The things I enjoy, things other people enjoy. It’s about grass.
The tunnel you just crawled through was covered with grass, and you’ve still got
some on you. So it’s about grass, and physical activity…It’s about settling down
comfortably inside the pages for a while, disturbing the dust…It’s about going
through…These are not merely represented, the things themselves are
there…getting involved in them. Reading about coffee is different from crawling
into a book and heating yourself a cup. The things in the book are one-for-one
77
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relationships. You write your own chapter as you read my book…and are read by
it.80
As he goes on, Williams describes Knowles’ two-channel audio collage, “the trip through
The Big Book is an adventure in sound, too, sound that is introduced to elaborate on the
variety of materials and experiences that went into its creation. There are sounds of
cutting, nailing and sawing of wood…”81 In connection to that, Knowles discusses her
intentions behind including the sounds of production that typically fall away. She states,
“in most technological efforts this background is cast out as unworthy, but it is the
background, it’s really there, and it’s part of my book.”
The dialogue between Knowles and Williams his article records is rich, and
contributes important details of the artist’s intentionality underlying her Big Book. In
relation to this case study, and examination of how intermedia artistic practice like Big
Book implicitly challenge disciplinary specific historical method, Knowles’ words about
the decision to incorporate elements of the ‘background’ into her work carry great thrust
for this thesis. She expands on the role of the two-channel audio recording, and then
relates sound to context of production, and says:
This background of how the book was written widens the experience of the
reader. Giving [them] the background, letting [them go] and deeper into the
pages, is … better than inflicting my own taste and point of view. I don’t want to
drag the reader through the book simply on my terms. I want him to see and hear
enough of the pages and their background to know what it’s really all about. I
want the performer to understand the performance, rather than the end result. I
consider the end result the real beginning … maybe having done The Big Book is
better than going through it, but offering it to others as a performance piece is the
best I can do.82
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Background Sounds
Voice in an object: two-channel audio collage
Corresponding to Dick Higgins’ audio commentary, Emmett Williams’ article
“Alison in Wonderland,” and not to mention the ever-present influence of John Cage, is
the two-channel audio collage Knowles made in 1965 during the production phase of Big
Book. As a means to collect, incorporate and recycle all residual process-oriented
elements and bi-products of the Big Book's construction, Knowles produced this audio
piece, which was later included in exhibition contexts as the sound component.
Comprised of two channels of independently recorded audio, layered together
when played back simultaneously, the resulting quality of Knowles’ audio collage is at
once nearly impenetrable and equally sensational. The sounds of the artist’s studio
landscape: water flowing into a metal sink, hammering, various songs on the radio inbetween occasional static, ambient studio sound layered with an audio receiver tuning to
a different radio station, among other elements. Background sounds of the artist’s studio
reverberate from both channels at various moments. Occasionally the voice of the
Knowles is recognizable: speaking with her studio assistant, testing the recording device.
Similar to the non-hierarchical space that the form of collage gives way to within visual
modes of production through the flattening of the picture plane, Knowles’ audio-collage
transmits a similar non-linear listening experience. One could begin listening to the twochannel audio collage at any point and derive a similar experience.
In the context of this archival examination of Big Book, and case study of art
historical methodology, this two-channel audio collage has been scrutinized beyond its
original playback method, in order to pursue a more rigorous examination of content on
each individual channel. As a result of the author’s discrete listening to separated
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channels, an unprecedented discovery was made: the voice of the artist was made
distinguishable in a spoken word piece on “the four basic types of graphic reproduction.”
In addition to that, the artist is heard articulating specifications of her studio practice
during the making of Big Book, and speaking about important specifications of building
silkscreen frames. In practical terms, Knowles' brief audio tour helps locate page details
within Big Book by making valuable information available, which images alone cannot.83
Additionally, hearing the artist specify measurement particulars, materials chosen, and
studio conditions at the time of production provides clarity to our present re-imagining of
an important work no longer extant.
Although fairly short in length––just under fifteen minutes––the isolated twochannel audio clip of Knowles articulating her perspective on the four basic types of
graphic reproduction is instructive to this case study. The role of the historian often
entails the treacherous task of tracing patterns noted over a span of time pertaining to a
given subject, utilizing anything and everything that is given. Yet even still, many times
the details of these patterns are less decipherable than one may hope. The meticulous
process of writing sound historical narrative is not unlike investigative reporting.
Therefore, Knowles’ verbal explanation of her process provides a rare illumination,
which––years after the disintegration of Big Book––provides details of the life of the
work, fifty years after the original recording was produced.84
The verbal explanation of graphic reproduction draws clear connections between
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Big Book and the preceding work Knowles produced, namely her paintings, Taxis –
Busses (1960), and Untitled (1961). The significance of this connection is twofold. First,
drawing a connection between Knowles’ pre-Fluxus paintings and Big Book contributes a
more complex narrative to her oeuvre, worthy of scholarly attention. Secondly, by
complicating the narrative of Knowles’ work by securing this relationship between
painting and graphic reproduction to Big Book, further examination of intermedia, Fluxus
and Something Else Press is called for.

Film Sketch
Unedited Film Footage: Distilling Contents Through Stills
Made in Toronto in 1967, documenting the second installation of Knowles’ Big
Book, at the Phase II: Pollock Gallery, Dick Higgins’ unedited 16mm color film footage
offers this case study a brief glimpse of movement in and around the pages of Book.85 In
combination with archival images and aforementioned audio materials, this footage
provides a significant contribution to our understanding of separate components
contained within the pages, making it possible to witness the enactment of Book’s pages,
as the camera’s gaze moves around Big Book’s hybrid form, and also documents
Knowles in proximity to her work. Additionally, as a means to evaluate this film
documentation further within the context of allowable media formats for this thesis, a
selection of still images have been extracted from the digitized film reel, and included in
the appendix as visual support to the following analysis of the film record (Figures 69100).
As the film begins, light trickles through the film leader, reeling eyes toward the
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opening shot, framing a large wooden crate, outdoors. Black, spray-painted text, above a
white arrow, pointing left: “THE BIG BOOK, PHASE II, POLLOCK GALLERY.”
Approaching the crate, the camera pans left to another leftward arrow on a wall,
following horizontal boards. Another arrow points to a small white sign: “PHASE II,
THE POLLOCK GALLERY.”
The next camera shot begins indoors. The ring of light bulbs circling the entrance
of The Big Book provides the sole light source, illuminating an otherwise dark room
where the hybrid construction was installed. Reflected light on the floor of the gallery
brightens the frame as the camera approaches Book. Bulbs blink incrementally, and the
circular green grass tunnel is lit from behind. The camera shot repeats. Approaching the
blinking circle for a second time while moving closer, the subsequent shot reveals more
clearly the reflective materials and other details awaiting the viewer-as-reader entering
into Big Book. Rather than passing through the circular entrance, the camera moves
around the page, documenting the illuminated plexi-glass surface of the foldout title page,
just beyond the cover. Then, moving back to the circle, gracing the left side of the
circular entrance, a silkscreen print of Muybridge’s exercising man is visible. Another
cut, and the camera moves around the cover page a second time, indicating the artificial
texture of the grass tunnel. Silkscreen printed text on burned synthetic material reads:
“ENTER HERE.”
Details of the central spine construction, and silkscreen prints of Muybridge’s
motion studies, among other components become more perceptible as a result of
watching the repetition of camera shots at similar angles in this unedited footage. In the
next cut, the camera angles toward Big Book’s apartment window, making the teakettle
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visible through the red window frame. Just before the camera pans right from the
window, a figure becomes visible to the camera’s frame, looking through the window
from the kitchen: it’s Knowles, smiling. The camera’s gaze pans the scene, and a
Muybridge silkscreen print on the stool, and the yellow “Not An Exit” sign, become
visible. The camera then moves back left and Knowles is seen opening the window; she
crawls through, closes the window, and kneels on the stool briefly just before standing on
top. From atop the stool, she moves the next page nearby to her, peeking her head
through before stepping down, and moving through the page, closing the latch-door
behind her. She steps away slightly. Then, Knowles’ leafing through pages she stands
close to makes Book’s cover visible once more.
The next camera angle features Dick Higgins, and is filmed by Knowles. Higgins
is seen moving around and nearby to the stool; he’s gesturing to unbuckle his pants,
standing over the makeshift compost toilet. Then, the camera cuts to next shot: a wider
angle with window and stool still visible. The next shots that follow maintain a single
position, similar to still photography, however, the blinking lights of Big Book activate
reflective surfaces in the installation. The orange letters of the cover, THE BIG BOOK are
visible just before the film ends.
This film footage presents this case study with an exciting prospect––to witness
the whole-body perceptual achievement that movement through Big Book enacted.
Although the unedited quality does make watching the footage difficult in some ways
(i.e. repetition of somewhat poor quality footage, over-exposed film, brief duration of
perceptible contents), the film makes available a few glimpses that are undoubtedly of
great consequence to this thesis, especially in correlation to other archival documents
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examined, and the following analysis of Big Book in the context of curator Jan van der
Marck’s exhibition, Pictures to be Read/Poetry to be Seen.

Jan van der Marck – Between Reading + Seeing
Pictures to be Read/Poetry to be Seen
The inaugural exhibition of the Chicago Museum of Contemporary Art, Pictures
to Be Read / Poetry to Be Seen, curated by Jan Van der Marck opened in October of
1967, and featured Alison Knowles’ Big Book. (Figure 61) Focusing on the relationship
between language and pictorial representation, this exhibition sought to examine artworks
that opened up new constellations extended in space and time. (Figures 58-59) In his
attempt to articulate the spirit of contemporary art, Van der Marck highlighted the
distinction between what is read and what is seen –– what he perceived as an invitation to
viewer speculation with a resistance to interpretation. (Figure 60) Aside from Knowles,
among some of the other artists in this group exhibition were Shusaku Arakawa, Mary
Bauermeister, George Brecht, Oyvind Fahlstrom, Ray Johnson, Allan Kaprow, R.B.
Kitaj, and Wolf Vostell. Relevant support materials produced in conjunction with the
exhibition (catalogue essay, reviews, images), contribute to this case study by developing
further the contextual framework for Knowles’ Big Book.
One of the most significant aspects of Van der Marck’s Pictures/Poetry is that it
represents one of the first exhibitions of its kind within the context of a Museum.
Anchoring the exhibition with Marcel Duchamp’s landmark, Bride Stripped Bare By Her
Bachelors, Even (1915-1923) [Large Glass], Van der Marck declares a turning point in
the history of Modernism. Although the artwork was not present in the exhibition, Van
der Marck’s argument was hinged on how transparency of the glass itself transforms the
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viewing experience, activating the piece through chance encounters with environmental
elements (i.e. light reflection). Complimentary to his project, Van der Marck saw
Duchamp’s concept of the Readymade as precipitating a divergent trajectory of the
Modernist paradigm.
Developing Van der Marck’s curatorial statement further, Duchamp's lesser
known To Be Looked at (from the Other Side of the Glass) with One Eye, Close to, for
Almost an Hour (1918) [Small Glass], can be seen as an even more relevant example in
relation to Knowles’s Book (Figure 62-64). Duchamp made this smaller work as a study
and model to contemplate the Large Glass during his sojourn in Buenos Aires (1918-19).
Small Glass represents a more direct confrontation with the viewer, evoking participation
through the transparent surface in relationship to the object’s title––one of the most
important aspects of this piece.86 Employing language, Duchamp offers a directive to the
viewer; possibly the first “instruction-based” work of art of the 20th century, a landmark
in this respect.87 Additionally, the second part of the title, “Close to, for almost an hour,”
Duchamp frames time, introducing duration as a specified component in a work of art.
Knowles’s Book organized experience similarly: the metaphor of text was enacted
through the viewer as Reader’s movement over time in relation to quotidian objects and
possibilities hinged within Book’s pages.
Following Duchamp, Van der Marck underscores composer, artist, and poet, John
Cage as another significant figure unpinning the vision of his exhibition. Establishing a
link between “Duchamp’s integration of art and environmental phenomena in the Large
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Glass,” Van der Marck gives equal weight to Cage’s integrative approach to musical
composition.88 By defining the significance of silence in musical composition in works
such as 4’33” (1952), Cage encouraged artists to look beyond traditional materials,
leading to a multiplicitous conception of theatre and performance, seeing art in the
everyday.89 Cage’s aforementioned Experimental Composition course at the New School
for Social Research 1958-59 played a decisive role by creating an opportunity for artists
to become acquainted with the composer’s expanded approach to musical composition
and score.90 Offshoots of the collaborative dialogue and community developed in this
class include George Brecht’s Event score form, as is previously discussed.91 As in
musical composition, event score performance defines a limit for the performer by
structuring an event in time, and framing the concept.
Pictures to Be Read / Poetry to Be Seen was rooted in the ideas of perception and
composition defined by Duchamp and Cage. The importance of this point underlies
developments within artistic practice of the 20th century, and provides context for
considering further the radical enactive qualities of embodied experience Knowles’ Big
Book organized. Nearly fifty years after this landmark exhibition, Van der Marck’s
selection of artists provides a context to begin to distinguish variations within
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interdisciplinary artistic practice that Knowles’ Big Book was in relation to, as well as the
related intermedia paradigm put forth by Dick Higgins and Something Else Press.
As the exhibition was installed, Knowles’ Big Book was featured adjacent to artist
Allan Kaprow’s environment, Words (1962). (Figure 65) In a review of the exhibition,
critic Hilton Kramer states:
Only two artists, Allan Kaprow and Alison Knowles, are represented by works that
depart significantly from a pictorial ambience, and these works– Mr. Kaprow’s
reconstruction of his own 1962 mixed-media environment called Words, and Miss
Knowles’ rather more interesting mixed-media construction called The Big Book –
are discreetly sealed off from the main exhibition area.
Kramer’s analysis is important for a few reasons. First, he positions the work of Kaprow
and Knowles as the most representative of Van der Marck’s intent. Second, his remark
draws a clear distinction between the works, referring to Words as a re-construction, and
Big Book as a construction. This differentiation provides a vital point to consider in the
evaluation of a work that no longer exists. If Kaprow’s work was a re-make of an older
work –– could it be argued that Knowles’ Big Book could also be re-constructed [or in
this case, published] sometime in the future?92
In his 1957 text, “The Legacy of Jackson Pollock,” Allan Kaprow astutely
connects the lineage of performance practice to the history of painting, and in particular
the Modernist canon. Kaprow draws a connection between Pollock's interactions with the
surface of the canvas and the idea of the frame, suggesting that the all-over drip technique
in addition to action and scale helped to break-down boundaries within artistic practice of
the 1960’s––another example of the blurring of art and life. Kaprow states that terms
92
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such as painter or dancer for young artists of the day could be replaced with simply
artist.
Kaprow’s analysis underscores the extent of how works like Knowles’ Big Book,
among other examples discussed throughout this thesis, implicitly challenge disciplinary
specificity in art historical methodology in the post-war period and beyond. Considering
this, and in relationship to Van der Marck’s positioning of Knowles in proximity to
Kaprow in the exhibition context, important distinctions can me made. Analyses of
developments in event score, and Fluxus performance, as well as Higgins’ intermedia
paradigm, discussed in previous chapters, not to mention the impact of Knowles’
commercial silkscreen studio experience, contribute to full comprehension of the
conditions her Big Book arose out of.
Published in 1969, two years after Pictures/Poetry, in his essay, “Museum of the
New,” critic Harold Rosenberg situates Knowles’ Book as one of the major audienceactivating Environments in Van der Marck’s exhibition. Rosenberg states that Book’s
pages “literally contain[ed] everything,” and therefore experiencing the work “[was]
practical: to make sure that art does not cut one off from life, there is a telephone on
which one can call the office or babysitter.”93 Rosenberg states, “He [Van der Marck]
concludes his catalogue for the first exhibition at the Museum by lauding an ‘event’ piece
by Alison Knowles for representing a ‘radical dissolution of the barriers that separate art
from life.’”94
The significance of Rosenberg’s essay as a whole relates to his analysis of the
impact of Van der Marck’s exhibition, along with the group of artists Pictures/Poetry
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brought together. It is important to keep in mind that Rosenberg’s essay was published
two year’s after the exhibition, which therefore influences his perspective greatly. In light
of underlying propositions Van der Marck made in this historic exhibition, namely his
focus on the relationship between language and pictorial representation, Rosenberg’s
analysis supports our understanding of the greater consequences of the curator’s vision.
As it turns out, Knowles’ Big Book is one of the principle examples that remains valid
after the fact.
Within the context of fundamental questions this thesis puts forward through
extensive analysis of Knowles’ oeuvre, and especially her Big Book, in relation to
intermedia, event score and Fluxus paradigms, the underlying sentiments Rosenberg’s
essay point to are of great significance. Though he does not explicitly express goals of
deciphering revised methodologies in relation to artistic practice in the realm of
intermedia and performance paradigms, the questions he poses in relation to institutional
support of such practices speak for themselves. Rosenberg discusses how radical Van der
Marck’s inaugural exhibition was, and also points out how curatorial programming that
followed reverted back to more traditional approaches. Rosenberg directs his argument
toward institutional support, suggesting fashion as a means to explain certain drawbacks
in a relationship between expansive curatorial practices. Certainly, Rosenberg’s
perspective is one way to examine institutional support. However, the contents of this
thesis argue otherwise.
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Conclusion
“Here art has become so thoroughly intertwined with life that one wonders
whether life has anything left for itself,” said critic Harold Rosenberg, describing how
Alison Knowles’ Book functioned as a platform for performance.95 Through an infinite
number of possibilities and active engagement with quotidian objects, the movement of
the viewer through and around Book’s pages enacted experience as medium.
The comprehensive analysis of Alison Knowles’ Big Book, along with related
paradigms, within this chapter, and thesis as a whole, points to methodological revision
as a means to shape on-going art historical discourse and support artistic production. As
this chapter reveals, the period between 1963-1967 was one of great change, transition
and expansion for Knowles. Following her T-dictionary published in The Four Suits in
1965, she was on to her next big thing, literally: The Big Book.
As an important work of art in Knowles’ oeuvre, extensive analysis in this final
chapter supports on-going discourse on the artist’s work through rare archival documents,
piecing together multiple primary sources. Modeling by example, careful examination of
these documents makes multi-media resources available for future scholarship on
Knowles.
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THESIS CONCLUSION
“Archival Enactment, Retelling ‘The Big Book’: Alison Knowles, Something Else
Press, and Fluxus,” positions Knowles’ Big Book as a case study of art historical
methodology in relation to experiential art forms and process-oriented modes of artistic
production. By examining important details of Knowles’ early life in connection to her
work as a commercial silkscreen printer, in addition to her involvement as a founding
member of Fluxus, and contributing Something Else Press staff member, this thesis
represents a significant addition to future scholarship on Knowles, the performance
genre, and more generally the project of art history as a whole.
Significant details outlined in this project through the lens of Knowles’ radical
Big Book, pertaining to the influence of composer John Cage, event score performance,
and Fluxus, build a strong case arguing for more innovative historical methodologies.
Knowles’ artistic practice, and especially her Big Book, implicitly challenge current
models of disciplinary specific historical method, and therefore make it an ideal case
study within the context of this examination. Furthermore, beyond the conceptual and
physical details of this hybrid construction, which contribute so heavily to this thesis, Big
Book offers an important springboard. The physical absence of this now defunct artwork
is an opportunity: enabling the articulation and analysis of important parallel histories.
This thesis asks a question of great consequence: what if the shortage of literature
and general comprehension of Knowles’ Big Book is more complicated than its current
status, a no longer extant work of art? Through careful examination of archival image,
film, and audio documents, this thesis takes its cues from the object itself, and allows Big
Book to make its own story known.
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Alva Noë’s enactive approach to perception––a proposition that views perception
in direct relationship to movement as a skillful bodily activity––supports this careful
theoretical archival case study. Noë’s aesthetic theory of organization also supports
discerning the type of whole-body engagement Knowles’ Big Book radically demanded.96
As he suggests, “think of a blind person tap-tapping her way around a cluttered space by
touch, not all at once, but through time, by skillful probing and movement…This is, or at
least should be, our paradigm of what perceiving is.”97 Not only do these models of
perception relate to the radical experience Knowles’ Book enabled for the viewer, of
equal weight is Noë’s perceptual framework in application to the very methodological
challenges that Knowles’ work, and related paradigms discussed in this thesis, makes
apparent.
Among many other details discussed throughout this important thesis project, one
of the most significant examples relevant to Noë’s proposed model of perception is
William S. Wilson’s recollection of what he perceived in the demands Big Book placed
on the viewer. As is previously discussed, the resistance Wilson felt toward bending
down to crawl into Book’s entrance ultimately denied him of the full perceptual
experience Big Book offered. After realizing he had not received the whole of Book, he
later returned a second time to finally take part. For Wilson, the notion that Big Book
required the viewer to yield into whole-body experience was the most significant concept
he gleaned from his encounter. Similarly, the belief behind Noë’s aesthetic theory of
organization, that art organizes and re-organizes our experience in such a way that the
very tactility of our perceptual engagement carries the potentiality to transform us. As he
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has said, “ [art] gives us an opportunity to move from not seeing to seeing, or from seeing
to seeing more or seeing differently.”98 Noë’s approach to perception and art––that our
perceived experience is in fact something that we do, make or achieve––is highly
generative. This proposition offers substantial possibility to explore in future scholarship
with regard to revised art historical methodology, and in support of artistic practice more
generally, and reveals an approach to consider going beyond acknowledgement and
discourse about what we as historians are looking at, also how we are engaging our
subjects.
Through the process of extensive research this thesis is supported by, a selection
of archival documents and unique ephemera was published in 2013 by Passenger Books
in Alison Knowles: ‘The Big Book’, and edited by the author with publisher Corinn
Gerber. This publication sought to present a collection of materials––to offer an archival
experience the reader could, in a sense enact––rather than explicitly guide reception
through explanation. As a result, Alison Knowles’ art gallery gained knowledge of The
Big Book, and invited the artist to reconsider the original 1966 work, and out of that arose
a new work of art, Boat Book (Figures 105-109). At the scale of the original 1966 work,
the new Boat Book was produced with and contains materials the artist gathered from
New York City, and elsewhere, especially the Long Island shoreline, and was produced
by James Fuentes Gallery, New York, NY (2014-2015). Boat Book is dedicated to and
inspired by the friendship the artist shares with her brother, Larry Knowles––a fisherman
on Long Island, who still lives and works not far from where Knowles burned her
paintings many years ago.
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In conclusion, this thesis promotes the pursuit of more generative art historical
methodologies capable of supporting art and learning. How can a more enactive approach
to historical method and philosophical inquiry allow for more wholly engaging models to
support artistic production? Rather than evaluating artists and their work on the basis of
variable and no less limited collective judgments, this thesis proposes the more
generative paradigms found in Alva’s Noë’s enactive approach to perception, and
aesthetic theory of organization, as possible scales to begin weighing more relevant
criteria for interdisciplinary practice and performance art. By asking how it is that art
organizes us, only then can we more fully understand how to support the very artistic
practices that maintain the ability to transform us.
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APPENDIX A:
I.

A.

TRANSCRIPTIONS

BIG BOOK AUDIO COLLAGE EXCERPT

The following transcript is an excerpt of Big Book’s audio collage, rendered by
Meghan DellaCrosse using InqScribe software. This excerpt was contained on the
left channel and was listened to in isolation in order to distinguish content.
[6:23 start: voice of the artist, Alison Knowles, reading verbal explanation of graphic
reproduction]
Alison Knowles:

“There are four basic types of graphic reproduction:
printing from a plate or printing by means of the impact of
ink against paper or another surface, printing through a
plate, printing with powders and static electricity, and
printing with light on light sensitive surfaces. Silkscreen
printing exemplifies printing through a plate. Photography
is an example of printing with light. All printing processes
are supplemented and served by the others. For example:
silkscreen making, as we know it today, would not exist
without photography. The most versatile process in printing
is the silkscreen because it makes possible in printing on
any surface, any material, and almost any shape. All the
sounds involved in making this silkscreen are recorded
here, though they do not necessarily coincide with this
verbal explanation.
Screen process printing is a method of printing in which
ink is forced, usually with a squeegee, through the design
or open parts of the mesh screen onto stock positioned onto
the screen. Only the open or design parts of the screen
allow the ink to pass through. The silk screen consists of a
frame to which a sieve fabric is attached and stretched very
tightly. Although other materials are used for the screen
fabric, ordinarily the cloth is silk. On the last page of the
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Big Book, the screen of the man standing erect is used as
the final Exit. The spaces in this screen that are free, allow
the ink to pass through the silk, forming the positive
proportions of the design. With the aid of a camera, this
screen was made from a photograph in a magazine several
inches high. First a frame is made, about three inches larger
than the photopositive on all sides. The silk or nylon is cut
slightly larger than the wood frame. The silk is tacked to
the frame with staples, driven almost next to each other,
starting from the center of one side and working to the
edges, then switching to the opposite side of the frame. If
the silk seems loose, drive in an inside row of staples,
pulling on the cloth during the driving operation. Sagging
silk produces imperfections in printing, especially when
printing detail in more than one color. When the silk is
attached to the wood, the design is applied to the silk by
means of a photographic emulsion. This mixture is used in
making a direct emulsion silk screen, as opposed to the
indirect or carbon tissue method. This last or transfer type
is prepared in a temporary support, and then adhered to the
under-side of the transfer fabric. We are working with the
direct type. Our emulsion, sensitive to light, is smeared
directly onto the silk, then dried, then exposed to light.
Although organdy and synthetic cloths are used as silk, also
metal cloths, folding silk is the most common. It is the type
initially used in Switzerland for the sifting of flour, in the
milling industry. The x after a number, indicates the
strength of the silk or weave, for example, number 12-xxx
is stronger than number 12-xx silk. The courser silks leave
a heavier deposit of ink on the stock. The erect man, the
semi-erect man, and the stooping-man pictured in the Big
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Book, as well as the wild mountain elk, are all silkscreens
made with 12-x silk. The direct type of silkscreen used in
this book is so-called because a sensitized emulsion is
coated directly on the fabric. The sensitizer commonly
employed in make the emulsion sensitive to light, is a salt
known as potassium dichromate. This is mixed with water
∗

or alcohol, then added to the glue medium, which is coated
onto the screen. The liquid is applied with an applicator to
the silk, a kind of shovel, which pulls the emulsion evenly
across the surface. When this emulsion is dried on the silk,
for about 10 minutes with a fan, it is ready for exposure to
light. The light source used here were 12 florescent tubes,
3-inches apart, 7-inches below a sheet of glass. First the
photo positive of the erect man was placed on the glass,
then the emulsified silkscreen was placed over it like a
blanket. Before I turn on the light table, I weight down the
screen and force the emulsified silkscreen and the photo
positive into perfect contact. I turn on the light for three
minutes. I am now ready to develop with water, the
exposed silkscreen.
The sun is a good source of light for exposing, both
summer and winter. Developing is a process that involves
∗ Potassium dichromate, K2Cr2O7, is a common inorganic chemical reagent, most commonly used as
an oxidizing agent in various laboratory and industrial applications. As with all hexavalent
chromium compounds, it is potentially harmful to health and must be handled and disposed of
appropriately. It is a crystalline ionic solid with a very bright, red-orange color.
In screen-printing a fine screen of bolting silk or similar material is stretched taut onto a frame similar to
the way canvas is prepared before painting. A colloid sensitized with a dichromate is applied evenly to the
taut screen. Once the dichromate mixture is dry, a full-size photographic negative is attached securely onto
the surface of the screen, and the whole assembly exposed to strong light - typically about half an hour in
bright sunlight - hardening the exposed colloid. When the negative is removed, the unexposed mixture on
the screen can be washed off with warm water, leaving the hardened mixture intact, acting as a precise
mask of the desired pattern, which can then be printed with the usual screen-printing process.
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washing away those parts of the exposed emulsion, which
have not been hardened by the light. These parts of the
silkscreen will fall out under a hose. They have been
protected from hardening by the photopositive blacks in the
film, and will form the positive elements of the design.
These parts that fall away were unexposed to the light.
Half-tone positives used here, consist of dots that make up
the design, with white spaces left between the dots. Each
image, which means, whatever you see is a picture, is in
fact, only a mass of dots, varying in size. After exposure
and washout, the screen may be dried with a fan for ten
minutes or so. Now when I pour ink into the bed of the
silkscreen, and pull it across with the squeegee, I get a
print.
Examine the great mountain elk gallery on pages three and
four. Other screened images can be found in the apartment
pages, five and six: in the library section, and under the
window.
[14:53, silkscreen process explanation ends]
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II.

BIG BOOK TWO-CHANNEL AUDIO COLLAGE
The following transcript is a complete rendering of Big Book’s audio collage,
interpreted and recorded by Meghan DellaCrosse using InqScribe software. Each
channel was listened to in isolation in order to distinguish content.

LEFT CHANNEL
[…]

[00:00:30.00] [Sound of recording device
feedback / powering up analog signal;
shuffling sound of audio device turned on,
sans media to play or record.]

RIGHT CHANNEL
[…]
[00:00:02.27] [Radio announcer, male
voice:]
"Hey I know, right now you don't
understand, right now you don't
understand but [ ... ] understanding, let it
be sufficient for now that I love you, that I
love you. And let that hold over. Let that
over, or let that keep things together, until
we iron out the other things 'cause after all,
the most important thing..."
[00:00:30.00] "...is that I love you, and the
other things will unravel. Maybe we'll both
understand..."
[00:00:37.07] "...Michelle, The Beatles, at
13 past 11, on Great 98."
[00:00:46.22] "...Heh, yeah, know what
I'm thinkin' about? Just about this time,
every night, something kind of happens to
my [finger snap] appetite!" [laughs.]
[00:01:00.00] "So, when you think of a
good healthy appetite, what do you think
of? A Hip Bagel, at 98 MacDougal Street,
corner of Bleeker, in Greenwich Village."
[00:01:13.27] [Background noise: Alison
Knowles' voice, along with audio
feedback.]
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[00:01:14.02] RADIO: [Announcer, male
voice; continues:]
"It's raining outside, so while it's raining,
there's no need to go on complaining, it's
gonna rain anyhow. That's why no matter
how much complaining or talking you do
about it, it's gonna rain! So when you're in
this kind of weather... ...and good eating is
something you can enjoy in any kind of
weather, it doesn't matter. But I'll tell you
something. You can't just pick any old
place to eat."
[00:01:41.19] [Audio device whistles,
signal tuning in or turning on.]
[00:01:41.28] [Radio: tuning feedback.]
[00:01:43.03] [Radio announcer, male:]
"...very important. The most important
thing, really. Okay, you got your most
important thing, I got mine, eh. But eating
is very, very important; an attitude, the
mental satisfaction."
[00:01:50.15] [Feedback audible/powering
up: louder. Static shuffling, sans media;
whistling static, subtle and consistent.]
[00:02:00.00] […]

[00:02:00.00] "...physical satisfaction.
Eating's just about everything, isn't it?
Freud had something to say about it, and
Hip Bagel had something to say about
good eating. They not only said it––they
did something about it. And they've got
the variety of your choice––with that Hip
Bagel. Any combination you want. All the
food to keep your jaws in a happy mood,
we've got it. Simple preparations, more
sophisticated preparations, we've got 'em
at the Hip Bagel. An atmosphere of good
cheer, too, agreed, and eating
surroundings. Happy, happy, happy
surroundings. Very convivial––whatever
that means. It means happiness. The Hip
Bagel means happiness. And good food to
keep you in a happy mood. 98 McDougal
Street, corner of Bleeker, in Greenwich..."
[Abrupt cut]
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[00:02:30.00] […]

[00:02:30.00]

[00:02:52.16] [Female voice, possibly
Alison Knowles:] "Television and radio."

[03:00:00.00]
[00:03:14.05] [Static feedback, audio
barely apparent, nearly silent.]

[00:02:54.10] RADIO: [Cut to song
playing. Singing, female voice: Our Day
Will Come, performed by Ruby and the
Romantics]
[03:00:00.00]
"...no tears for us/Think love then wear a
smile/Our dreams have magic/Because
we'll always stay/In love this way/Our day
will come/Our day will come/Our day will
come/instrumental chorus/Our dreams
have magic because we'll always stay/In
love this way/Our day will come/Our day
will come. Our day..." [Fade.]

[00:06:11.06] AK:
"Yes." [Clears throat.]
"There are four basic types of graphic
reproduction: printing from a plate or
printing by...
[00:06:29.10] [Radio fade in. Male voice
talk radio.] "It's somewhat..."
[00:06:30.00]...means of the impact of ink
against paper or another surface, printing
through a plate, printing with powders and
static electricty, and printing with light on
light sensitive surfaces. Silkscreen printing
through a plate. Photography is an example
of printing with light. All...

[00:06:30.00] "...why I thought also it was
harmful, that they wouldn't hear, but only
repeated to me over and over again..."
[Fade.]
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[00:06:35.22] RADIO: [Cut to song: Kind
of a Drag, performed by The
Buckinghams.]
"...Kind of a drag when your baby says
good-bye/Kind of a drag when you feel
like you wanna cry/Oooh, girl/Listen to
me when I'm speakin’/ 'cause you know
the words I'm thinkin'/Even though you
made me feel blue/And I know that you've
been cheatin'/oh, I hope that we'll be
meetin'/Girl, I still love you/Ooh, I...
[00:07:00.00] ... printing processes are
supplemented and served by the others. For
example: silkscreen making, as we know it
today, would not exist without photography.
The most versatile process in printing is the
silkscreen because it makes possible in
printing on any surface, any material, and
almost any shape. All the sounds involved
in making this silkscreen...
[00:07:30.00] ...are recorded here; they do
not necessarily coincide with this verbal
explanation. [Breath audible.]
Screen process printing is a method of
printing in which ink is forced, usually with
a squeegee through the design or open parts
of the mesh screen onto stock positioned
under the screen. Only the open...

[00:07:00.0] ...still love you/I'll always
love you/Oooh, i'll always love
you/Anyway, anyway, anyway.
[Organ solo]

[00:07:28.01] Oooh, listen/Listen to me
when I'm speakin'/'cause you know the
words I'm thinkin'/To what I've gotta
say/And I know that you've been
sheatin'/Oh, I hope that we'll be
meetin'/Girl, I still love you/Oooh, I still
love you/I'll always love you/Oooh, I'll
always love you/Anyway, anyway,
anyway.
[00:07:54.00] [Song fades out.]

[00:07:55.09] [Radio announcer, male:]
"The Buckinghams, Kind of a Drag."
[00:07:58.15][Radio song: guitar
strumming, violin.]
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[00:08:00.00] ... or design parts of the
screen allow the ink to pass through. The
silkscreen consists of a frame to which a
sieve fabric is attached and stretched very
tightly. Although other materials are used
for the screen fabric, the cloth ordinarily is
silk. On the last page of The Big Book, the
screen of the man standing erect is used as
the final exit. The spaces in this screen that
are free, allow the ink to pass through the
silk, forming the positive proportions of the
design. With the aid of a camera, the screen
was made from a photograph in a magazine,
several inches high. First a frame is made,
about three inches larger than the...
[00:09:00.00] photo positive on all sides.
The silk or nylon is cut slightly larger than
the wood frame. The silk is tacked to the
with staples––driven almost next to each
other, starting from the center of one side
and working to the edges then switching to
the opposite side of the frame. If the silk
seems loose, drive in an inside row of
staples, pulling on the cloth...
[00:09:30.00] during the driving operation.
Sagging silk produces imperfections in
printing, especially when printing detail in
more than one color. When the silk is
attached to the wood, the design is applied
to the silk by means of a photographic
emulsion. This mixture is used in making a
direct emulsion silkscreen as opposed to
indirect.
[00:10:00.00] ...or carbon tissue method.
This last or transfer type is prepared on a
temporary support, and then adherred to the
underside of the screen fabric. We are
working with the direct type. Our emulsion,
sensitive to light, is smeared directly onto
the silk, then dried, then exposed to light.

[00:08:00.00] [Radio announcer, male:]
"...Wind Blown..."
You've always loved one/I've always loved
man/ I've had all the fun/You never had
any/You've never been wind blown/Like
the wild oats I've seen/Wild oats have no
roots/They have no home./So don't waste
my time/Your love is too tame...

[00:09:00.00] ...A wild love like mine
would drive you insane, and I'd leave you
wind blown, like the others I've known,
wild oats have no roots, they have no
home.

[00:09:30.00] [Violin solo.]
[00:09:32.11] ...So sing fair thee well/To
this rolling stone/Where I'm bound, I can't
tell/But I'm rollin' along/For many a wind
blown/Like the wild oats I've seen. Wild
oats have no roots/
[00:10:00.00] They have no home.
[Fade.]
[00:10:18.03] [Radio announcer, female
voice:] "The sound is, 98.7, New York."
[00:10:25.24] [Radio: Paul Revere & The
Raiders, Ups and Downs.]
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[00:10:30.00] Although organdy and
synthetic cloths are used as silk, also metal
cloths, folding silk is the most common. It
is the type used initially in Switzerland for
the sifting of flour in the milling industry.
The X after a number indicated the strength
of the silk or weave. For example number
12XX is....
[00:11:00.00] stronger than number 12XX
silk."
" The coarser silks leave a heavier deposit
of ink on the stock. The erect man, the
semi-erect man, and the stooping man
pictured in The Big Book, as well as the
Wild Mountain Elk, are all silkscreens made
with 12...
[00:11:30.00] ...X silk."
[Sound of paper-shuffling in background.]
"The direct type of silkscreen used in this
book is so called because a sensitized
emulsion is coating directly onto the fabric.
The sensitizer commonly employed in
making the emulsion sensitive to light is a
salt known as potassium bichromate. This is
mixed with water or alcohol, then added...
[00:12:00.00] ...into the glue medium,
which is coated onto the screen. The liquid
is applied with an applicator to the silk, a
kind of shovel, which pulls the emulsion
evenly across the surface. When this
emulsion is dried on the silk for about ten
minutes with a fan, it is ready for exposure
to light. The light source used here were
twelve fluorescent tubes, three inches apart,
seven inches below a sheet of glass. First,
the photo positive of the erect man was
placed on the glass. Then the emulsified
silkscreen was placed over it like a blanket.
Before I turn on the light table, I weight
down the screen and force the emulsified
silkscreen and the photo positive into
perfect contact. I turn on the light for three
minutes. I am...

[00:10:30.00] Now things was looking
golden, baby/ Everything was fine/You
never made no sign/That you had changed
your mind/I guess I was...
[00:10:49.25] [Abrupt cut to sounds of Big
Book construction process.]
[00:11:00.00] [Big Book construction
process: banging, water-pouring, with faint
audible presence of voices.]

[00:11:30.00] [Continued construction
process: sawing, wood, banging, materials
being handled echo off the recording
device.]

[00:11:54.20] AK: "Okay."
[00:12:04.00] [Continued construction
process: loud table saw motor and
whirring blade, slowing saw blade, falling
piece of wood.]
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[00:12:42.05] [Male:] "...What kind of..."
[00:12:47.27] [banging]
[00:12:49.00] [Male:] "...68 by 45,..."
[00:12:53.20] AK: "Yeah."
[00:12:54.10] "68 here?"
[00:12:54.28] AK: "Right."
[00:12:55.15] "...or is it 45 here?"

[00:13:00.00] ...now ready to develop with
water, the exposed silkscreen. The sun is a
good source of light for exposing, both
summer and winter. Developing is a process
that involves washing away those parts of
the exposed emulsion, which have not been
hardened by the light. These parts of the
silkscreen will fall out under a hose.
[00:13:30.00] They have been protected
from hardening, by the photo positive
blacks in the film and will form the positive
elements of the design. These parts that fall
away were unexposed to light. Half-tone
positives used here consist of dots that make
up the design, with white space left between
the dots.
[00:14:00.00] Each image used in The Big
Book is a half-tone image, which means:
whatever you see as a picture, is in fact only
a mass of dots, varying in size. After
exposure and wash out, the screen may be
dried with a fan, for ten minutes or so. Now,
when I pour ink into the bed of the
silkscreen, and pull it across with the
squeegee, I get a print. Examine the Great
Moutain Elk Gallery on pages 3 and 4.
Other screened images can be found in the
Apartment Pages, 5 and 6, in the library
section and under the window.

[00:13:00.00] "Bueno."
[00:13:01.21] AK: "Yes, you see this way,
if you put the 45 in between, you get ...you
must have 68. No more. Rather we must
make a cut from each and make it 33,
you're right."

[00:14:00.00] [Shuffling around studio
space, some pieces of wood, banging of
wood, a faint sound of running water.]

[00:14:37.15] [Sound of wood saw being
turned on, just after the click of the switch,
the whirring blade cutting wood.]
[00:15:00.00] [Slow fade out of saw blade
after cutting.]
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[00:20:00.00] AK: “The light is going on
and off, this is, it looks like it’s going to be
excellent, this is recording now?”

[00:15:30.00] [Faint, female voice faintly,
obscured by running water near mic,
cough, faint voices; scrubbing.]
[00:20:00.00] [Running water, subtly
changing with studio use; filling, pouring
water.]

Male: “Yes, this is recording now.”
AK: “Now… let me see if I can stop it
and play it back.”
[Sound jumble.]
[00:20:24]
AK: “Now, the light is now showing very
slightly, and if I wanna have more volume
on, and a higher frequency than I…”
Male voice: “No, not that one. For more
volume, this one.”
Male voice: “Just the bottom circle,
alright.”
Male voice: “That for the bass and treble,
if you want to do bass or treble.”
AK: “I see. All right. And if I was going to
record music...”
Male voice: “It’s the same thing.”
AK: “Same thing. I’d make the same kind
of test. All right. And if I’m through for the
day, and I’m stopping the machine, I simply
turn it off?”
Male voice: “Yes.”
[00:21:00] [New cut begins, male voice:]
“Volume…”
“Yes, it’s recording, now I’m finishing.”

[00:21:00.00] [Running water continues,
subtly changing with apparent use/purpose
in studio; sound of water filling
vessel/pouring; faint voices present in the
space.]
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[00:21:03] [New cut, starting layer of bichannel recording, working sounds: water,
talking, sawing, laughing.]
AK: “I’ll need green and 10-xl silk, it’s
very course, but it’s all that’s necessary
because of the size–the very large size of
the dots–of the mountain elk, and the
standing-man.
I’m stretching the silk [banging,
construction process audible] with a staple
gun [staple gun mechanism audible] like
canvas stretching. The staple gun has
revolutionized this process. Silk … …
canvas … trouble previously of the making
of the mountain goat … the heat … it’s
begun … boy, it’s been up to 100 degrees in
the city and very hot up there … and my …
[inaudible…sounds like Coltrane or
collection] … became absolutely [ … ], and
I had to throw it all away, I ruined the
silkscreens. … good shot of emulsion isn’t
any good … … happened at a good block
… over the edge… have to be able to … to
band … stand where I’m standing … Like
a drawing, a drum … ”
[00:21:30.00] [Running water, subtly
changing with studio use; water filling,
pouring; voices, some laughter, hidden by
the water.]
[00:22:30.00] [Abrupt, loud saw, different
than the previous saw; water, pouring and
filling; distant voices.]
[00:23:32.04] [AK humming near
recording device, and water.]
[00:24:00.00] [Faint humming, saw,
water.]
[00:24:56.00] AK: "Alright boys, I'll be
right back." [Door opens and closes.]
[00:25:00.00] [Running water, saw, and
conversation.]
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[26:07]
AK: “The third side is the most important
side, I found that the other three, that’s
where you really make it tight. Staples. The
other side. [Clears throat.] As far as my half
tone, I would have to angle the silk on the
screen about 30 degrees, by that I need the
warp and the right and left angles of the
actual weave, so that my dots, when it was
burned onto it, would form and… what I
want to make clear, it’s called a pick-up…
is that I already have a half tone, but it’s
very small, it’s too small for my purposes,
so that I do 31 lines thin. 33 x 2, 35 per
inch. Really big dots, is that enlarging it.
Half tone, great big dots. Now... depends on
-- hammer it down -- emulsion to get the
perfect tension. [Hammering vigorously]
cover the silk, away from the work so that I
have a relatively free area on the side …
[30:48] AK: “So now…we’re going to put
the actual emulsion on the screen. This is a
big -- be careful with that -- newspaper
down [inaudible] … as tradition, this is a
liquid emulsion, which I’m ging to mix
now. It mixes very simply with one part
dichromate, three parts of white, which is
where we get the blue.
Many people ask about the silkscreen,
and it’s really very easy, pouring the paste
into the container [inaudible] so I’m going
to do [inaudible] one screen to make a big
mountain elk, one part to three, now, put it
away because it’s light-sensitive material:
toxic and also perishable. Mixing up the
emulsion now. The glue is white, like
Elmer’s, or SoHo. And you got the color:
red and white. And now I’m going to add
the sodium bichromate, turns bright yellow.
It’s a little thick because it’s 98 degrees
here, this time of year in New York and
we’re having a terrible time with all kinds
of chemicals in here and in the darkroom.
Now that’s great."

[00:28:30.00] [Running water, intermittent
conversation, laughter, saw, coughing.
Faucet, some banging and commotion
nearby, water filling and flowing into
metal sink basin.]

[00:34:00.00] [Tapping, steady hum of
fan, audio momentarily cuts out. Flowing
water, dripping and filling, banging and
commotion.]

[00:42:00.00] [Scrapping, tapping, very
brief bell.]
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[00:42:30.00] [Loud motor, distant child
crying. Brief pause and tapping near mic.
Child's voice, babble, motor sound, AK's
voice.]
[00:45:00.00] [Child, shuffling, water
dripping.]
[00:49:35.03] AK: "Jesse...?"
[00:50:00.00] [Child's babbling.]
"Jesse! Jesse."
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III.

A.

DICK HIGGINS ON BIG BOOK: TRACK 2

The following transcript is a complete rendering of Big Book’s audio collage,
interpreted and recorded by Meghan DellaCrosse using InqScribe software. Each
channel was listened to in isolation in order to distinguish content.
Dick Higgins:

….Kind of accumulation…but still [?]
The BIG BOOK is not in fact anything but an
accumulation of ideas about books, and therefore a
sculptural identity is not ultimately the most important.
Coincidentally, one good thing Alison has suggested at one
time was to make the BIG BIG BOOK, and regard the BIG
BOOK as only the study for the BIG BIG BOOK. The BIG
BIG BOOK would be 80-feet tall instead of 8-feet tall,
which is ultimately 10-times as large in a conceivable way.
But this is not the point. The point is that, the BIG BOOK,
gives her the opportunity of making an environment out of
her accumulation and for this, it is extremely out of her
accumulation and for this, it is extremely important. She
has done, in the BIG BOOK, just as she did in the Four
Suits [date? 1964]; and accumulation of stock material. But
she has also done an accumulation of ideas concerning
books. For example, the BIG BOOK contains an anthology.
In a atypical book, which was less obviously an object of
art, one would expect such an accumulation, to be an
accumulation, of for example poetry, an anthology of
poetry; but in her case she’s done an anthology of artists.
She has given simple materials to artists, and they’ve given
them back, transformed if they wanted them to be. In
effect, she’s created an anthology situation, where one
doesn’t usually in an anthology, expect a 1200-page poem,
neither does one in the BIG BOOK [DH suggesting
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limitations, within BOOK, and therefore: limitations of life
in general], expect a gigantic work. And so she was able to
make an actual anthology in that section. Again, there’s a
poem of her own, which the audience is constantly adding
to this; this is the guest book, which is located in the
lodging houseroom–I believe it is page 4. And here in the
lodging house room, one finds also her accumulation of
literature, her collection of uh––what everyman need know.
When I bring home a book, which seems appropriate to be
stolen from me, it is stolen from me, and placed in this
accumulation. And she has been very careful about placing
it there. I only hope that, after the BIG BOOK has been
exhibited many times [2:30] that is will still be possible to
find some of the original books that Alison collected so
carefully, for the library in the lodging house room, still to
be there.
[Momentary audio feedback, change in recording speed? Or tape dragging?]
What I am saying therefore is that the BIG BOOK is not
about format, but about situation, accumulation,
experience, the things that we go through and the process
of developing our attitudes toward things. The BIG BOOK
collects Alison’s ideas about books, about design; it has a
title page. The only way it was possible to dissuade her
from getting a Library of Congress card catalogue number
was to explain to her that it would be necessary to donate
the BIG BOOK to the Library of Congress, in order to be
assured of obtaining one. That as she feels as anyone who
considers the problem does, that all books should have
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Library of Congress numbers, this is very disappointing to
her.
[Whistle…DH: Turn the tape over. CUT.]
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TRANSCRIPTION CONTINUED: DICK HIGGINS ON BIG BOOK

Dick Higgins:

What has living with the BIG BOOK been like? It has not
been as difficult as one would imagine, because it has
grown so slowly that one could accept it at every state.
Other difficulties might be produced, as a side effect of the
BIG BOOK, but with the BIG BOOK, I was never unhappy.
I was never in difficulty. First it was a series of drawings; a
cutout made of paper, as Alison gradually made mockup
and mockup and mockup. It was then a series of
engineering problems. Of plumbing catalogues looked at,
and visits to the hardware store, as Alison gradually
decided what the BIG BOOK could be –– how it could be
physically constructed, that it could be moved, that it could
be crated, that it could be exhibited, used, made rugged.
Portable and not portable. Solid and not solid. Adaptable in
every way that she could conceive. Next it began to be a
huge construction in her studio in which a friend of mine
was living at the time [Phillip Corner?]; he was gradually
eased out from this little room off the side of the studio by
the BIG BOOK. But he never complained. It was just one
of those object with which one can live, and one can enjoy.
Then the BIG BOOK was brought downstairs. One of the
most ironic experiences I’ve ever had, was that Marshall
McLuhan was there at the time. People were carrying parts
of the book, up and down the stairs–because they had to
bring things down to match them to make sure they’d
brought down the right thing; mostly down. Then it was
taken down from Alison’s studio; which is on the top floor
of house, into the living room. And the living room is two
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floors below. And we sat there and we talked about books.
And I don’t think that McLuhan ever looked at the BIG
BOOK. [LOOKED at–meaning that he never experienced
the work, or simply glance in its direction?]
[Dog barking, echoing outside.]
The next book that Alison does is going to have to be,
presumably also an accumulation––because that is the way
she things. Accumulations of energy, if nothing else, even
in her abstract expressionist days that was true.
[Dog barking outside.]
But I think that the type of imagery that would be used
would be very different. I would suspect that it would be an
accumulation of structures. I don’t think it would have very
much to do with the accumulation of subject matter, the
way her early books, share we say, have, the Four Suits, the
Bean Rolls, and the BIG BOOK. Bit it’s impossible to
predict what that lady is going to do, and so it’s rather
pointless in my trying. She may very well surprise us, as
she always has to date.
[Whistle, DH: Okay, kaput.]
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APPENDIX B:
I.

LETTERS

UNDATED LETTER FROM DICK HIGGINS TO GEORGE MACIUNAS
This letter is presumed to have been sent from Stockholm, Sweden, March, 1963

Dear George,
Let’s see the situation clearly. The last thing I want to do is damage. Fluxus is
useful to me––it is a good rostrum for my ideas, and I am sympathetic to most people in
it.
I arrived here, I was offered a theater––much better than the one at Copenhagen. I
thought this was a good chance. I sent my telegram asking you about doing a Fluxus that
night. You wired back that you all would come if money could be found to pay your
transportation. Since you said nothing about stopping the plan if you did not come, I
assumed you wanted me to put the show together on my own, which I began to do. I
ordered Fluxus type posters, basing my program on a tentative 3-day plan you made for
Düsseldorf in December. I notified all media, and even had a big interview. Then,
Wednesday I received your letter with [Page 2:] its injunction not to have a Fluxus
without you, and to perform two different programs with you. If not, I was to alter the
basis of the performances to an informal preview. So I cancelled the printed programs,
stopped a second news story, altered the big interview, using “pre-Fluxus” for the
Stockholm affair, dropped “festival” completely, and hand-made what posters we could
use, since there was no longer time to have them printed. In addition, I deleted all pieces,
which you asked to be done with you all. And I immediately wrote you, trying to explain
what was happening. I sent you some kind of telegram also telling you it was now
completely on a preview-basis. Since you did not reply, I assumed the change met with
your approval. Now today as I was leaving for the theater, I received [Page 3:] a new
telegram, saying, “deviation from letter prohibited cancel second letter program.” The
second letter program was cancelled already. But I can’t do all of the first program since
the HAUSMEISTER prohibits the Paik piece, as I was afraid he would, and Welin is ill,
so he can’t participate, though he is going to come. (I have spoken with him over the
phone, but not met him face to face yet.) Since I cannot do your program exactly, I am
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going to announce to the audience that the first program is in some respects a preview of
the Festum Fluxorum to take place in the autumn, but that it is by no means a literal
preview, that the other programs are not at all a pre-Fluxus but a paris of purely
independent programs put together on my own, and [Page 4:] that the Festum Fluxorum
will not be in any way responsible for them. The press may be confused, but what more
can I do? And in the future, I promise I will not involve Fluxus at all in my programs.
Believe me, I do not want to do any damage. I regret very much that I ever backed the
darn project in the first place. I thought, after our long conference Monday, that you
would like me to do some publicity for Fluxus, apart from my own work, so this was my
own way, and I won’t try it again.
Comments on people here:
Olzon is quite irresponsible, and I’m having quite a time working with him. He
promised a lot of materials and equipment which he does not have, ––and since the
theater is in his name I can’t dump him. But since his work is [Page 5:] not particularly
interesting––I’ve seen a lot of it now––I suggest that you not bother with him when you
have your big Festival. He’s a little like Jed Curtis.
af Klintberg is a different story. He is very well organized and does interesting
things. He’s been very helpful. He got the press handled, and got Bergman to give Olzon
the theater––he couldn’t handle it himself since he has an 8-hour job at the Nordiska
Museet. His pieces are very original, but he does not want to write anything down or have
any done without him. He is like a well-organized, less-political Paik.
Nordenstraem seems to be a fine person, but he no longer does any- [Page 6:]
thing like his box. Mostly he does cartoons for the Village Voice. I have not met him or
Vltredt personally, though I am about to, since I have been so busy, but Klintberg says
he’s a very good man. You should try hard to get him to do something. As I say, he is not
doing anything, so far as I know.
Vltredt is doing a lot, but nothing to perform.
[Pontus] Hultén, the director of the Moderna Museet, was very sympathetic and
well-informed about our activities through various channels. He offered me the use of the
Museum if I could wait two weeks, but we must get back to New York. No choice. But
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perhaps he will [Page 7:] present the big Festum Fluxorum. You must write him soon, so
that he can do the presentation justice.
Welin did a very poor performance of Brecht, Young, and others Saturday, but it
was not really his fault––the poor devil had a raging fever and was quite weak. He went
to work yesterday, where I finally reached him, but I didn’t meet him since he was going
home early. But he said he was coming tonight. I think he must be very good. I wish I
had seen his program, even if it wasn’t up to snuff. We are very sorry not to be doing
anything by Emmett. You should try to [illedgible] into shape a score of the [Page 8:]
four directional song at least. I’ve written him asking if there’s any of his pieces that can
be performed without him, perhaps “Fag.” It would be a shame he could only be done on
a Fluxus program.
That’s all the news. I will send him my carbon copy of this note, so that he will
know what happened here.
Best to Tomas––show him the note. This hotel is very expensive, so we’re
moving in with Bengt––his family is off skiing. You should write me a note to New
York, though of course if you want to, I can be reached c/o Bengt af Klintberg,
Eriksbersgotan 13, Stockhol, until Wednesday morning.
[Page 9:] Al Hansen has finally left his studies at Pratt after some 9½ years as an
undergraduate. Maybe somebody got wise. He’s on the GI Bill, you know.
Yours affectionately,
Dick
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APPENDIX C:
I.

INTERVIEWS

Notes from Ann Noël Williams speaking with Meghan DellaCrosse
March 14, 2015
Koblenzer Straße 17, 10715 Berlin
Total: 2 hr 5 min, iPhone recording by MD

[00:00:03.03] Ann Noël Williams: Oh the magic of little machines...so imagine if the
Fluxus artists had had devices like that in those days, ya know?
[laughter]
[00:00:17.11] Ann Noël Williams: so again, Emmett was then living in Darmstadt
where they had these summer courses in New Music and essentially he was writing for
the army newspaper there but he was doing features so he went to all these concerts and
performances and whatever by people writing new music and he met people like Daniel
Spoerri and Deiter Roth and Robert Filliou and was inspired to change his work which
had been poetry and writing into something that could be performed and umm was
anyway a natural performer. I mean, he was also fantastic on stage, you know, he had a
real presence, the way Dick [Higgins] did also. In a way, he had this circle of friends
around him who were all doing interesting things and starting to makes books. So, you
know, it was Deiter Roth began making books in Iceland already in the 50s so it was
natural that they should all find each other.
And Emmett's opera dates from the end of the 50s, too, the first opera that he wrote. And
you know, so it was, and they were sending each other things, so that, ideas for
performances and ideas for projects. And it was a really, I mean, for people who were
really good at writing letters as Emmett was, and Dick was; it was really fantastic, you
know.
[00:01:49.13] Ann Noël Williams: Richard Hamilton used to send Emmett stamps in
Paris so that Emmett would be able to send him letters.
[shared laughter]
[00:01:59.16] Meghan DellaCrosse: […] which is a great idea, you know. He wanted to
hear from him so…
[00:01:59.17] Ann Noël Williams: And of course this information, also because you
know, Dick was quite a wealthy man in those days, you know, he had tons of money. So
he was also sending things all over the world. He was corresponding with people in east
countries, in Hungary, and in Czechoslovakia. I mean, they were all getting scores and
performance things and first publications that were made so the information, you know, it
was a real network the way it all developed. They all knew each other by mail and by
report.
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[00:02:47.10] Meghan DellaCrosse: And so Emmett first met George when?
[00:02:51.11] Ann Noël Williams: They met somehow in, because Darmstadt and
Wiesbaden were so close to each other. It's like 30 miles away. So I'm not sure whether
they met in Darmstadt for the New Music––probably. George was crazy abuot music,
you know. No doubt he came there to hear some of the concerts going on at the time, and
they met. And then he had the idea for his new music festival, which we all know was the
first Fluxus Festival.
[00:03:24.13] Ann Noël Williams: Emmett was a natural person to help him because he
was there and just a short train away, and he could bring these people with him.
[agreeing together in conversation]
[00:03:35.12] Ann Noël Williams: And I'm not sure how –– I mean I suppose because
they were publishing things, they knew each other through the mail first, yeah. But
certainly, Dick and Alison came on their honeymoon. That was their honeymoon when
they came to Europe.
[00:03:51.03] Meghan DellaCrosse: Oh, I didn't realize that
[00:03:52.08] Ann Noël Williams: Yes.
[agreeing laughter]
...
[00:03:55.18] Ann Noël Williams: And that's how they got to be included in the
Wiesbaden Festival, because they happened to be in Europe at the time.
[00:04:04.09] Meghan DellaCrosse: That is a crucial detail that I've sometimes
wondered about/imagined, but never had any clarity about that.
[00:04:18.20] Ann Noël Williams: I think their honeymoon included a trip to Turkey as
well, and that they broke it off or something to be in Wiesbaden for the Festival.
[00:04:29.25] Meghan DellaCrosse: But they did go to Turkey as well.
[00:04:32.12] Ann Noël Williams: Okay, but they broke it off or made it shorter or
something like that so they could be there. That's what I've always known; I'm sure
Emmett told me that.
[agreeing]
[00:04:42.23] Meghan DellaCrosse: Mmhmmm, right, right. So then, because they were
in Wiesbaden, and then I guess they must have still stayed on until they went to
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Copenhagen.
[00:04:56.04] Ann Noël Williams: Copenhagen was a year later, wasn't it? Maybe they
came back; I don't know, I don't remember all the dates for Fluxus. I have a whole library
in there, but I don't have it all in my mind.
[00:05:06.10] Meghan DellaCrosse: Right, yeah, because that's one of the things ––
they were in Wiesbaden in the fall, and then in Copenhagen early in '63.
[00:05:15.26] Ann Noël Williams: Oh, okay, well maybe. Who knows. Maybe they
stayed...but I'm not sure about those details.
[00:05:22.14] Meghan DellaCrosse: And so in my memory I've just kind of imagined
that because they were already there in the fall that they just still continued on. But then it
was when they returned, I mean, it seems like unless they went back/forth [from NYC] at
least once. Umm, that's where, when they were in Copenhagen and having the conflict
with George, and then it's like, in the way that my memory has compressed this time
period, like: there was Wiesbaden, and then there was a lot of other people in Europe, and
then they were in Copenhagen, George got mad because Dick was sending letters
back/forth because he couldn't get George all the money he wanted and then [Dick] goes
back and creates Something Else Press. On fast forward.
[00:06:12.08] Ann Noël Williams: Yeah, well, you know, Dick wanted very much to get
his book published and George didn't come up with the money, and wasn't doing it fast
enough so Dick decided to open his own Press and do it himself, you know. Of course
because you know, poor George had to work to make the money, and you know, he gave
all of his salary to Fluxus. That's how he paid for the boxes and everything. And he made
no money on that at all. He was just literally spending every last penny on Fluxus, but he
had no private money, it was what he earned as a designer.
[00:06:52.00] Ann Noël Williams: Yeah, and he lived, he lived like a monk, you know.
He bought only the most necesssary things to live, and no luxuries.
[agreeing together]
[00:07:05.28] Ann Noël Williams: I mean, he was a weird person, but then he became
ill, so that was the other thing, that he was never well. And so that's, finally because of
illness, he had to leave his job with the airforce, and go back to America because they
didn't want to support a sick man.
[00:07:32.28] Ann Noël Williams: I think he would have preferred to stay in Europe but
he didn't have a choice.
[00:07:42.20] Ann Noël Williams: And I know that by the time I got to the Something
Else Press ['67], there was still this feud going on that Dick and George almost never
talked to each other.
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[00:07:53.03] Meghan DellaCrosse: Right, yeah, even after looking through all the
Newsletters, just looking to see –– I mean, that's the part that I'm so interested in. They
were so involved together, and then all of a sudden Dick creates Something Else Press
and then George just completely falls off the map.
[00:08:10.07] Ann Noël Williams: Yes, right. You know, because after all, he wanted to
keep all of this group of people together as Fluxus, and not to have this group going
there, and of course, Emmett was also ignored because he went to work for Dick. You
know, that was also a no-no. But for Emmett, he needed money and he got this chance to
work in New York and get away from Paris, which was also this awful situation of his
first marriage failing, and you know, so it was a natural step for him. Dick didn't pay him
very much, which was not very nice but, you know.
But I think when the other unspoken-ness thing was Vostell because Dick wanted very
much to have more success in Europe, and thought that Wolf Vostell was going to help
him this way.
[00:09:11.07] Meghan DellaCrosse: which is the reason why "Jefferson's Birthday" is
dedicated to [Vostell]
[00:09:14.01] Ann Noël Williams: There you go, yes. Yes.
[00:09:16.06] Ann Noël Williams: And of course, Wolf never came through because
Wolf never shared anything with anybody, especially his own fame. So Dick very much
encouraged the relationship with Vostell, to the extent that when Vostell came to New
York in '69, Dick actually stopped the publication of several books that were still in the
works because Vostell told him not to publish them. I mean, that was the extent of that
influence. I think there was one book by Franz Erhard Walther and a book by John
Giorno and several others that were just, you know. I was working on a couple at the
time, so I know they were just thrown out.
[agreeing]
[00:10:07.07] Meghan DellaCrosse: And I think that the Franz Erhard Walther book
was published by Gbr. König.
[00:10:16.21] Ann Noël Williams: Yes, I'm sure it was.
[00:10:19.11] Meghan DellaCrosse: And I wonder if that book, and also Filliou's
"Teaching and Learning," that was also published by Gbr. König. And apparently that
was always Dick's lifelong regret that he didn't publish that.
[00:10:39.08] [both agreeing]
[00:10:47.01] Ann Noël Williams: No, and I mean, for Dick, I think it was a big blow
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somehow that this thing with Vostell didn't work out. Anyone who knew Vostell was
aware of the fact that the guy had such an ego that he would never share anything with
anybody, and they didn't want him in Fluxus either. But it was Dick who invited him to
Wiesbaden, you know, so. Yeah, Dick had some funny things about his character. And
when Dick came to Berlin, the first person he wanted to see was Wolf Vostell. You
know, so it was quite interesting. He came here with a DAAD grant and I remember
being invited to an evening at Wolf Vostell's for Dick Higgins. And you know, we never
got invited to Wolf Vostell's; he never invited us once to his place.
[00:11:50.21] Meghan DellaCrosse: Wow.
[00:11:54.11] Ann Noël Williams: It's very interesting.
[agreeing]
[00:11:59.28] Meghan DellaCrosse: I just thought of three other things that I want to
speak about. The things you're speaking about trigger all these other thoughts.
[00:12:10.09] Ann Noël Williams: I have a lot of letters from Alison but I'm not sure
how far they go back. I might take a quick look through them sometime, and see if I can
find something. I know that there are these newspaper articles about the Big Book that I
think I've sent to you, things like that.
[00:12:33.17] Meghan DellaCrosse: We were discussing the article [previous
correspondence] that Emmett wrote in BOOKS, which is a really great article; it really
helps me to date it because outside of that, other people that have written about it say that
it happened later, but Emmett's article speaks about already existing.
[00:13:01.13] Ann Noël Williams: I saw the Big Book myself when it was in Frankfurt
at the bookfair, so that was my first experience of it. I was working for Hansjorg Mayer,
and he took me to the bookfair, and Dick and Alison came, too; they shared a stand with
Hansjorg. That's how I got to meet Alison and Dick. And Alison was showing the 'Big
Book,' and Kaspar König came. And there was a party at Walther König's house.
[...]
[00:15:04.12] Meghan DellaCrosse: When you saw the 'Big Book,' in Frankfurt in '68, –
– somehow it seems like mis-information that I've discovered, but there was one place
that I read that, there was a 'Big Book' in the US and a 'Big Book' in Europe.
[00:15:25.16] Ann Noël Williams: I'm not sure that she made two.
[00:15:27.14] Meghan DellaCrosse: No.
[00:15:29.08] Ann Noël Williams: I don't think so either. I think it might have been
shipped.
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[agreeing]
[00:15:35.06] Meghan DellaCrosse: Yeah, in my understanding: it was in NY, and then
it went to Chicago, and then to Toronto, and then to Frankfurt. And back to NY.
[00:15:47.24] Ann Noël Williams: And where is it now.
[00:15:48.22] Meghan DellaCrosse: It doesn't exist anymore, although there's been
funny rumors that Gino DiMaggio has a page from it or something. But Corinn Gerber of
Passenger Books contacted Gino and he said he had no [idea]
[00:16:08.03] Ann Noël Williams: Well, Gino doesn’t know what he has anyway.
Emmett wanted to get some stuff from Gino and Gino couldn't find it; stuff that Emmett
had sold him. So I'm not sure if he knows what he has and what he doesn't have. Emmett
was really rather unhappy about that, that he had managed to lose this work and couldn't
find it. Or maybe it's just the reluctance of some collectors to even admit to what they
have.
[00:16:34.28] Meghan DellaCrosse: Right, well, that's the thing, […]
[agreeing]
[00:16:52.25] Meghan DellaCrosse: What do you remember of the 'Big Book?' I'm
curious about a lot of other things as well, but
[00:16:57.01] Ann Noël Williams: Well, I remember, just being in it and having a cup of
tea and sitting down in the kitchen area and going through the various doorways and
hatches and whatever and you know, it was a nice experience. It was a fun experience,
you know, it was like kids actually––playing. You know, it's like you have a little doll
house but you have this Big Book that you lived in. It was fun. And it was very nice in
terms of the Frankfurt book fair. It was a very interesting thing for me because we went
to a gallery and Daniel Spoerri was making soup, and we went here and we saw Alison
and her Big Book. And so it was a really interesting experience, being there. And Robert
Filliou was there because we'd just published a book of his with Hansjorg Mayer, that
was the 'Fourteen Chanson' book.99 And Wolf Vostell was there, too, because I slept by
him in the attic of Franz Moon's house. Everybody was sleeping in the attic there, and I
was next to Wolf Vostell, that's when I first met him––smoking cigars in the night.
[00:18:23.08] Ann Noël Williams: Yeah, so I didn't take photographs. My camera had
been stolen. I had been working with Robert Filliou and Hansjorg in Stuttgart and the car
had been broken into in the night. And we'd left everything in the car because Robert
Filliou was drunk and we had to get him into bed.
[both laughing]
99

Robert Filliou, 14 Chansons et 1 Charade, Stuttgart: Editions Hansjorg Mayer, (1968).
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And so, they didn't want the books, the thieves, but they took my camera. And they took
Dieter Roth's wonderful, hand-drawn diary and threw it into a fountain! [Sighing]
Poor me, you know, that was the most interesting part about my possession, my camera,
and I'd lost it. So I have no photographs from that time.
[00:19:13.20] Meghan DellaCrosse: Terrible.
[00:19:16.04] Ann Noël Williams: It is!
[00:19:19.09] Meghan DellaCrosse: Probably one of those things, you know, sometimes
you lose something and you forget about it, and then other things you lose always feel
just as frustrating as though you just lost it yesterday.
[both agreeing]
[...]
[00:21:14.21] Meghan DellaCrosse: What was interesting is that, I think James
[Fuentes] sought to re-create the 'Big Book,' and then […] in the end, Alison came up
with the 'Boat Book' in her own process. She went to Chicago and came back and said,
"Okay, James, this is not the 'Big Book,' this is called the 'Boat Book' and it's dedicated to
my brother."
[00:21:49.24] Ann Noël Williams: Oh, okay.
[00:21:51.08] Meghan DellaCrosse: It's an homage to her brother and fishing, and his
life with his fishermen friends. And she collected a lot of the materials that she used
inside of 'Boat Book' with him out on Long Island. It became so much more, you know.
I'm really not in favor of remaking things.
[00:22:27.16] Ann Noël: A lot of people are doing it these days, you know, re-making
things, because the art market has become so. I mean, Gino DiMaggio has a wonderful
collection of re-makes. And a lot of those are now in the Vostell museum in Spain, you
know, all of the Fluxus artists who re-made their earlier pieces for the Gino DiMaggio
collection, and it looks like it. I mean, it never looks the same. I really don't like the
collection for this reason, though I can understand that the artists need money, and it's
nice.
[00:23:09.03] Meghan DellaCrosse: And also, you know, in my experience of the 'Boat
Book,' what's so fascinating is that I actually had the opportunity to feel what it felt like
to crawl through the space. And as much as I've imagined what this must have been like,
to actually do it in real life, to actually have a relationship to gravity and to feel my knees
on the cement floor at the art fair: was not very comfortable. I think details like that are
actually really important.
[00:23:38.25] Ann Noël Williams: Well, I think the gallery in Frankfurt had a wooden
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floor.
[both laughing]
[00:23:49.06] Meghan DellaCrosse: It's just funny because, when I spoke with Bill
Wilson [about his experience of Big Book], he told me that it wasn't until his second visit
to Alison and Dick’s Chelsea [home], where the Something Else gallery and office was,
that...he submitted to the experience of Big Book
[00:24:07.20] Ann Noël Williams: 22nd Street, not 23rd Street because that was the
Chelsea Hotel.
[laughing together, agreeing]
[00:24:25.09] Ann Noël Williams: I remember seeing it there.
Meghan DellaCrosse: So that would have been after you first [saw it in Frankfurt]
[00:24:30.28] Ann Noël Williams: I went to NYC at the end of '68, after it came back
from Frankfurt.
[00:24:50.21] Meghan DellaCrosse: I'm still also thinking a lot about before, about what
Emmett, as well as everyone else who was involved with Something Else Press. I mean,
what is your opinion of the best way to understand, I mean, I feel like my [sense of the]
history of that stuff is partially informed by stories and partially informed more recently
from the old papers that I've spent time with, at the Emily Harvey Gallery. And Peter
Frank's book is good because it's a listing of the output of the Press, but as far as all the
other people behind it, and how everything came about..
[00:25:54.03] Ann Noël Williams: Yeah, you know, a lot of the books, especially the
things that Dick was publishing when he went to Vermont, are a bit idiosyncratic. You
know, we didn't really need to have a gardening book, but that was Dick, you know.
[laughing together]
[00:26:08.17] Ann Noël Williams: But certainly, you know, I tend to agree with people
who say that all of the best books actually were 100produced when Emmett was editor-inchief at the Something Else Press because [he] had an eye for that, had an eye for what
was interesting, in terms of what people were publishing. And although he did work on
books like this––what was it, it was called something like the ‘Aesthetics of Rock,’ by
Meltzer or something––he was working on books like that, too, but they were not
exactly..that was more Dick, that came from Dick's side, and Dick wanting to make
things that were popular. Dick was always looking for a book that might be popular.
Whereas the ones that became popular were the ones that he even chose to remainder,
100

Richard Meltzer, The Aesthetics of Rock, New York: Something Else Press, (1970).
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like "Sweethearts," and like the Oldenburg book. Why he had to remainder them, that's
part of this kind of jealousy he had, that he didn't want his friends to become more
famous than he was was. It was like his way of getting back at them, like "we can't sell a
book like this, it's backwards.." He was always talking about "the trade," but he didn't
really know anything about the trade. You just know a person like Hansjorg who was
selling books like this in Europe, he knew that if he waited long enough, you know, that
they would become popular and important.
[the sound of teapot pouring into cup]
[00:27:51.03] Ann Noël Williams: I just was in this exhibition in England where, 50
years later, they're having an exhibition about concrete poetry, you know. And most of
the exhibition were publications from Hansjorg Mayer from the Sixties. He definitely had
an eye, too. And look at the authors. Hansjorg's author's were: Dieter Roth, Robert
Filliou, and Andre Tompkins, and Richard Hamilton; the main authors. He worked with
them for all their lives.
[00:28:32.10] Meghan DellaCrosse: Just to clarify, you said Emmett arrived in '66,
right?
[00:28:36.05] Ann Noël Williams: Yes.
[00:28:36.20] Meghan DellaCrosse: And when did he stop working as the editor?
[00:28:38.22] Ann Noël Williams: Well, because, this was when Cal Arts came about.
[00:28:42.17] Meghan DellaCrosse: Oh right.
[00:28:42.27] Ann Noël Williams: First of all, in '69, he became artist-in-residence at
the University of Kentucky, for a couple of semesters I think it was. So he was away
from the Something Else Press, essentially from '69, and then Alison and Dick and
Emmett and I all went to California to be a part of Cal Arts, so essentially that was the
end of the Something Else Press as we knew it. Dick still kind of had him on the books,
but [Emmett] wasn't really doing anything after that. And then the Something Else Press
finally folded in '74, I believe.
[00:29:25.12] Meghan DellaCrosse: Mmhmm, but you know it's so interesting because,
in the [Something Else Press financial] papers that I've looked at, there was already
financial difficulty the year after Dick started it. Which, I mean, it wasn't quite bankrupt,
but it was almost like the Newsletters and the [Great Bear] pamphlets were like, "Oh my,
we are not selling any books yet and we need to get going on this and figure out a way to
advertise for this stuff.
[agreeing]
[00:29:56.16] Ann Noël Williams: Yeah. Well, I mean, that was the problem, wasn't it.
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It was the same with Fluxus. No one could sell anything from Fluxus either from those
days. You know, George Maciunas had his shop, and he sold nothing in that shop. So,
yeah. I think the real business person there was Hansjorg because unlike Dick, he did all
the printing himself. You know, his family owned a printing press in Stuttgart and so he
could go there on the weekends and after-hours and print the books, saving a hell of a lot
of money. Whereas Dick was sending them all out to printers in New York and having
them bound. And that costs a lot of money. You know, of course, you've got to start
getting the money back, and his costs were great.
[00:30:52.05] Meghan DellaCrosse: Right
[00:30:53.20] Ann Noël Williams: I mean, he used to send out––when I was working for
him––you know, they had their darkroom in the basement there with Alison's huge
graphic arts camera. I knew how to work it because I'd done all that work with Hansjorg,
but he wanted me to sit upstairs and answer the telephone because I had a nice British
accent in those days.
[both laughing together]
[00:31:14.20] Ann Noël Williams: And we sent out all of the photographic stuff to be
done in those days, and he even had a messenger come to pick it up.
[00:31:20.02] Meghan DellaCrosse: Wow
[00:31:21.20] Ann Noël Williams: So I mean, you know, that was unnecessary expense.
[00:31:24.20] Meghan DellaCrosse: Right
[00:31:25.07] Ann Noël Williams: Yeah. All of that stuff we could have done
ourselves.
[laughing]
[00:31:30.08] Meghan DellaCrosse: And it seems that his first office was on Fifth
Avenue as well.
[00:31:35.00] Ann Noël Williams: Yes
[00:31:36.12] Meghan DellaCrosse: And then that changed. And I've also heard from
Alison [Knowles] about some water cooler that was always somewhat of a bone of
contention.
[laughing]
[00:31:47.22] Ann Noël Williams: Really? Well, they did have a water cooler, I
remember that.
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[00:31:50.09] Meghan DellaCrosse: And that that was like somehow, I mean, Alison
told me that somehow Dick having the water cooler really meant something to legitimize
what he was doing. To have a water cooler was having an office.
[00:32:04.11] Ann Noël Williams: He even had a water cooler when he was living in
California. I remember because we even inherited it when he moved back to Vermont.
We got the water cooler. Not that we really wanted it, but you know.
[both laughing]
[00:32:17.10] Meghan DellaCrosse: It's in these funny details, you know? The stories
behind the human dynamics of how life happens.
[00:32:19.20] Ann Noël Williams: Yeah [laughing]
[00:32:23.01] Meghan DellaCrosse: Hmmm.
[00:32:25.28] Ann Noël Williams: No, well, I mean, that was my disappointment about
the Something Else Press was, you know I had been working for Hansjorg and we had
been doing printing together. And I'd set type for him and made up catalogue pages and I
could do all of those things, but Dick never had me do any of those things in New York
so, um, after a year I was tired of that job because it wasn't my idea of what I wanted to
do, sitting at a desk answering the telephone, and shouting at people to tell them that they
hadn't gotten their proofs back on time and things like that.
[00:32:59.20] Meghan DellaCrosse: Right, yeah. You wanted to be involved in the
making of them. Makes complete sense. I mean, [design] is what you know, in addition
to so many different things that you know how to do, and about art.
[00:33:12.26] Ann Noël Williams: Yeah. And I think Emmett too, you know, he loved
to make books, he really loved to be working on books. But after this whole thing with
Vostell saying, "no, we're not going to publish this book or we're not going to publish that
book.." I mean, that was really disappointing because [Dick] should have listened more to
his editor-in-chief and not Vostell.
[00:33:39.11] Meghan DellaCrosse: Why is it that––I just saw Barbara Moore last week
when I was in New York––she how she was the original editor.
[00:34:04.17] Ann Noël Williams: She was editor there, I think before Emmett arrived
on the scene.
[00:34:09.14] Meghan DellaCrosse: Right.
[00:34:13.18] Ann Noël Williams: But she was not there during the time when Emmett
was making these books, which have become important.
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[00:34:20.20] Meghan DellaCrosse: Right
[00:34:22.04] Ann Noël Williams: Yeah, but she was there because I know Emmett was
saying that she was a good editor, too.
[agreeing]
[00:34:30.12] Ann Noël Williams: Because, you know, Dick employed a lot of people
who were not good because he found them or thought they were going to be good for his
image, you know, like Larry Fryfield––who I replaced. And there was also our friend,
Ken Friedman [sigh], who was, you know..
[00:34:49.02] Meghan DellaCrosse: Oh
[00:34:52.26] Ann Noël Williams: I mean, Ken was this young guy who came and, I
mean, he was very young and thought that...Dick thought he was going to be able to
publicize the Press because you know, Ken promised him everything. And he even had
the audacity to come and tell Emmett that he had to move from his desk because Dick
had said he could have any desk that he wanted in the room, and he wanted that desk.
[shared laughter]
[00:35:18.10] Ann Noël Williams: I mean, this Ken Friedman, you know! Unbelievable
guy! And Dick gave him all the books that he wanted.
[00:35:25.06] Meghan DellaCrosse: Wow. You know, it’s just interesting how the
history unfolds in life. To be at a dinner table with a bunch of artists who have known
each other for years, and to have a sense that something happened thirty years ago that
hasn’t been forgotten, for whatever reason––big or small.
[…]
[agreeing with laughter]
[00:36:24.01] Meghan DellaCrosse: Yeah because sometimes I meet people and they
say, "oh yeah, I'm a Fluxus artist, too!"
[lots of laughter]
[00:36:29.07] Ann Noël Williams: Ohhh, really?!
[00:36:30.25] Meghan DellaCrosse: And I'm like, "oh, interesting...” But sometimes
people claim ‘Fluxus’ without an understanding that it was specific to a moment and
particular group of people.
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[laughter]
[00:36:39.10] Ann Noël Williams: I've been exchanging emails with someone called
Lowell Darling in San Francisco and he's a conceptual artist whom we met when we were
at Cal Arts, and he also wrote to me, asking if I consider myself to be a Fluxus artist, and
I said, "no I'm not, but I'm sort of Fluxus by marriage."
[laughter]
[00:37:02.16] Ann Noël Williams: And he wrote back and said, "Ohhh, may I quote you
on that? Because I'm so tired of hearing from all of these 'Fluxus' artists.."
[00:37:14.17] Meghan DellaCrosse: Yeah, and I've even had very similar dialogues
with people who ask me similar questions regarding my experiences of performing with
Alison. However, just because you preformed with someone who was connected to
something, Fluxus in this case, it doesn't make you a part of a thing that happened [in the
past] that is no longer. It was a thing.
[00:37:31.22] Ann Noël Williams: One of my favorite quotes is Emily Harvey, who
when Francesco Conz wanted me to be in an exhibition he was arranging, and [she] said,
"no, she's too young to be Fluxus." [laughing] So I thought that was really good, and also
quite nice in a way.
[00:37:49.20] Meghan DellaCrosse: That's great, that's my favorite one. [laughter]
That's perfect. There are just no buts about it, saying it that way.
[00:38:03.23] Ann Noël Williams: So we can tell our friends in California too, "too
young to be a part of Fluxus.."
[00:38:15.28] Meghan DellaCrosse: This is so helpful to talk, you know. I've been
slowly building my understanding of history over time, through all the different people
I’ve spoken to about Something Else Press, The Big Book, and Fluxus, how all the
individual lives of people fit together and it relates to the present. It’s not often that I can
dialogue so fluidly about all the details as you and I can. I often feel like I'm dialoguing
with other people's works through images and archival letters, moments. And then slowly
things start to emerge. And then all of a sudden, something in this archive here will pop
up [hand gesturing], and then I'll recall another piece of the puzzle, how it relates to this
thing. It's an incredible process of building, the way networks of ideas are put together,
and how important it is that we’re all working on this big thing together, even if across
different spans of time, etcetera.
[agreeing]
[00:38:54.07] Ann Noël Williams: I'm going to have to look through Alison's letters to
see whether I can find anything. And look for that tape [Alison Knowles speaking about
her early biographical details]. That would be good.
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[00:39:04.25] Meghan DellaCrosse: Yeah. Yeah, anything! If she's talking about early
biographical stuff, that's what I'm piecing together through NY Times articles and things
like that.
[00:39:11.06] Ann Noël Williams: Right, right, yes, okay
[00:39:17.02] Ann Noël Williams: No, I'll have a look because, you know, Emmett was
really good about keeping documents.
[00:39:21.09] Meghan DellaCrosse: Wow, yeah
[00:39:23.25] Meghan DellaCrosse: You both have a unique to your understanding of
things. And also, your documenting days [project], you've also worked on the other end
of things. You understand for yourself the importance of keeping track of things but, it's
also, I've learned how to keep track of my notes in a different way just by going to the
archive and seeing what people do or don't do.
[00:39:52.00] Ann Noël Williams: Yes. I mean, I don't know how to archive properly
but it's, you know, now that I'm trying to make all these catalogues to let people know
about aspects of the work I have in this place! I've made like five catalogues in the last
years, you know. One for their books. One for the works on paper by artists. One of
Emmett's work. One of my own work. And one of records and recordings.
[00:40:23.07] Meghan DellaCrosse: Incredible
[00:40:23.27] Ann Noël Williams: So that I can kind of show people who come, what
there is in the archive.
[00:40:29.28] Meghan DellaCrosse: Incredible.
[00:40:30.02] Ann Noël Williams: Yeah, yes, yes.
[00:40:33.01] Ann Noël Williams: I mean, I don't do it full time because I need to do my
own work, but...and now I'm doing this: it's the documentation of all the things we did in
Poland.
[00:40:45.10] Meghan DellaCrosse: Oh wow.
[00:40:45.19] Ann Noël Williams: This is only part of it, I think I've got over 250 pages
of material now. It's like every visit we made to Poland from like '80 to 2005 and it's
going to be in the Fluxus Museum [Potsdam] this summer as an exhibition.
[00:41:04.06] Meghan DellaCrosse: Oh, I think I saw something about that.
[00:41:06.08] Ann Noël Williams: Yeah, yeah. Probably, because I put it on Facebook
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because I've been working on it, and I've been trying to get photos from people. I've got
some Polish friends on Facebook and I'm trying to get photos from them, which is, you
know, very difficult. They didn't keep anything, and I've got more photos than they had
as it turns out. But they can help me with material about who's in the photographs and
things like that.
[….]
End.
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II.

April 13, 2012; followup September 8, 2015
Notes from William S. Wilson speaking with Meghan DellaCrosse
458 W. 25th Street, NYC

[MD: Listening to Wilson recall his experiences of Big Book, among other details.]
Big Book summons/invites the ‘reader’ to bend/crawl, to experience a work of art. For
Wilson, the physicality of bending/yielding to enter into a work of art was
counterintuitive to modern ideals. In his experience, the yielding movement was a letting
go––overcoming resistance––to let go and enter in.
Wilson references his relationship to his father and his own puritan upbringing.
Conversation continually returned to Wilson’s experience of the enormous effort it
actually took for him, not only physically, also the psychological cost. At the time Big
Book was installed in the Something Else Gallery in Knowles and Higgins’ Chelsea
brownstone, Wilson had a teaching job at Queens College. Offering context to his
experience, Wilson noted that even with a lack of air-conditioner during the summer
months at the college, in those days it was expected that he still wear a suit jacket as
proper attire. The importance of this reference: in order to finally enter into Big Book,
Wilson had to remove his suit jacket in order to bend down/yield into the entrance hole.
Expanding on his experience, Wilson noted that Knowles was somewhat embarrassed
when he did not enter into the piece on the first visit; it took him a second visit to find
willingness.
While discussing other people’s experience and understanding of Big Book’s
significance, Wilson referenced Hannah Higgins’ Fluxus Experience book, stating how
he felt her impression of Book misunderstood the enormous cost that it took for the
‘reader,’ to bend and go with gravity –– yield to gravitational field. He then went on to
discuss more abstractly the strange resistances to memories that arose in him while
experiencing Book.
Wilson also made references to Rauschenberg’s combines in relation to John
Willenbecker and Platonic/Euclidean space, and in speaking about two pillows hanging
with the eagle as ways to fly in the combine.
The conversation slowly meandered into other related artists and experiences, especially
about mutual friend to Wilson and Knowles, Ray Johnson. (Wilson mentioned Johnson’s
Lutheran upbringing and how he converted to being Christian Science)
In relation to the Muybridge images in Big Book, Wilson spoke about posture: rigorous,
upstanding posturing, inviting.
Wilson went on to mention some recording he owns in his personal archive collection, of
Dick Higgins’ phone calls from around 1960-ish, speaking with and about John Cage.
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He mentioned a story about the day he accompanied Knowles to visit Marcel Duchamp in
January of 1968 when Something Else Press was working on the Coeurs Volant edition.
Wilson recalled how he or Knowles mentioned awkwardly Gertrude Stein’s writing on
people’s last words on their death, and just how awkward it was because of Duchamp’s
age during their visit; he died later that year
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III.

Stephen Ravitz speaking about Alison Knowles House of Dust at Cal Arts, among
other things, in conversation with Meghan DellaCrosse
Notes from Interview: Esalen Institute, May 29, 2014
55000 Highway 1
Big Sur, California

[Note: This conversation was inspired by learning through chance encounters that Ravitz
was student at Cal Arts in 1970, and could speak to certain references that have been
mentioned in archival documents and interviews with artists Alison Knowles, Simone
Forti, among others.]
Ravitz was at Cal Arts in 1970 for about 1 year till the earthquake. Didn’t follow it over
to the other location. Villa Cabrini was the original location they were renting, which was
previously a monastery.
Larry Bell was somehow informally organizing poetry workshop type things inside
Alison Knowles’ House of Dust. Gene Youngblood [check name] scheduled Bergman
film screenings at the campus.
He described it like a snowball with teardrop shapes, and could remember the smell of it
from the wood and resin. There was a quality of globular viscosity with very basic
elliptical/sphere shapes.
Describing an encounter he once had with Simone Forti that was very formative for him,
and his understanding of what making art was about at that time: The two spent one nonverbal afternoon spent together in a field adjacent to Cal Arts. Since the two were not
communicating verbally, there was an intuitive quality to their engagement. Using
movement in proximity, on would lead and the other would follow. He recalls not really
knowing what it was about exactly at the time he was experiencing it, but in hindsight he
finds clarity about how the experience related to process and just being as an important
part of the creative process, especially in relation to dance/movement and making music.
Recalling an encounter with John Baldassari from this time, Ravitz described how
Baldassari said, “here’s $20 bucks, go out and get something special and we’re going to
have a picnic.” He also reminisced about watching the progression of canvases in
Baldassari’s studio.
Other people Ravitz recalled as formative to his young artist life: Morton Subotnick, Carl
Stone, Charlemagne Pallestine, Ingram Marshall.
Ravitz took a workshop in a courtyard, Marnie Nixon was there. Dick Higgins had an
office – he did a presentation, and spoke a lot about John Cage, introducing the students
to Cage through his personal experience + friendship. Ravitz distinctly recalled D.
Higgins screaming and carrying on, saying, “anytime there’s eye contact, there’s theatre.”
Ravitz recalled an awareness of Big Book, but couldn’t remember what his experience
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was exactly. He mentioned something about a large room sized camera. [End.]
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Illustrations

Figure 1 Peter Moore, photograph of Alison Knowles with her Big Book. Taxis –
Busses silkscreen on canvas painting visible on left wall behind artist. Photograph
from original installation in the Something Else Gallery, New York, New York,
1966. Photo © Barbara Moore/Licenses by VAGA, New York, NY.
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Figure 2 Photograph of Big Book with grass sleeping tunnel leading into
kitchen/apartment, with telephone, window, and tea kettle visible, Frankfurt Book Fair,
Frankfurt, Germany, 1968. Photo courtesy the artist.
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Figure 3 Photograph of Knowles and her Big Book.
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Figure 4 Photograph of entrance. Big Book’s cover invited the viewer-as-reader to enter
into careful whole-body engagement, yielding into embodied experience, Frankfurt Book
Fair, Frankfurt, Germany, 1968. Photo courtesy the artist.
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Figure 5 Peter Moore, various close-up photographs of Big Book, Archive Sohm,
Stuttgart, Germany.
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Figure 6 Proposition #2: Make a Salad, Baltimore Museum of Art, 2003.
Photo courtesy the artist. The Baltimore event, as a part of the exhibition Work Ethic
curated by Helen Molesworth, was the first time this score was performed since the
original debut at the ICA in London, 1962.
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Figure 7 Photograph of Big Book parts with Eadweard Muybridge’s exercising man
movement studies visible, as well as Great Mountain Elk print from Book’s art gallery.
Photo courtesy the artist.
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Figure 8 Peter Moore, photograph of Big Book with reverse side of entrance visible.
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Figure 9 Kurt Schwitters, Merzbau, 1933.
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Figure 10 Kurt Schwitters, Merzbau, 1933.
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Figures 11-12 Claes Oldenburg, The Store, 107 East 2nd Street, New York, NY, 1961.
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Figure 13 Claes Oldenburg, The Street, Judson Gallery installation, 1961. Whereas
Knowles is known for transforming refuse materials into art, Oldenburg’s Street used
only the theme of street garbage, which he created out of new supplies and art materials.
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Figure 14 ADLIB, produced by Pratt students, woodcut prints and layout by Alison
Knowles, ca. 1957. Photo courtesy the author. [Book: cover]
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Figures 15-16 ADLIB, produced by Pratt students, woodcut prints and layout by Alison
Knowles, ca. 1957. Photos courtesy the author. [Top & bottoms: front & back flaps]
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Figure 17 ADLIB, produced by Pratt students, woodcut prints and layout by Alison
Knowles, ca. 1957. Photo courtesy the author. [Book: inside featuring print by Knowles]
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Figure 18 New York Times, Ericson wedding, 1956.
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FIFTY ART SHOWS SLATED FOR WEEK

New York Times (1857-Current file); Apr 27, 1958; ProQuest Historical Newspapers The New York Times (1851 - 2005)
pg. 123

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Figure 19 New York Times, "Fifty Art Shows Slated for the week," including “Alison
Knowles––The Nonogon, 99 Second Avenue. Paintings. April 28, 1958.” Listing
published April 27, 1958.
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Figure 20 Nonogon Gallery logo, William S. Wilson personal archive, New York, NY.
Photo courtesy the author.
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Miss Knowles Wed To Richard iHiggins

New York Times (1857-Current file); Jun 1, 1960; ProQuest Historical Newspapers The New York Times (1851 - 2005)
pg. 35

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Figure 21 New York Times, Knowles/Higgins wedding, June 1, 1960.
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Figure 22 Alison Knowles, Taxis – Busses, 1960, oil and silkscreen on canvas,
245,5 x 137 cm. Sohm Collection, Staatsgalerie Stuttgart, Germany. [Acquired
from the artist 1969]
144

Figure 23 Hannah Höch, Cut with the Dada Kitchen Knife through the Last Weimar
Beer-Belly Cultural Epoch in Germany, 1919, collage of pasted papers, 144 X 90 cm,
Nationalgalerie, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Berlin, Germany.
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Figure 24 Peter Moore, photograph of Alison Knowles with her Big Book, from original
installation in the Something Else Gallery, New York, New York, 1966. Photo © Barbara
Moore/Licenses by VAGA, New York, NY.
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Figure 25 Alison Knowles, Untitled, 1961, Holgard Lief/Hermann Braun Fluxus
Collection, Remscheid, Germany. [See also Hannah B. Higgins, "Love's Labor's Lost and
Found: A Meditation on Fluxus, Family, and Somethings Else," Art Journal 69, nos. 1-2,
(Spring-Summer 2010): 13.]
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Figure 26 Reference image: perforated aluminum sheeting. Photo courtesy Home
Depot and the author.
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Figure 27 Fluxus logo, Jean Brown Papers, George Maciunas file, Getty Research
Institute, Los Angeles, California. Photo courtesy the author.

Figure 28 George Brecht, Egg Event, Jean Brown Papers, George Maciunas file, Getty
Research Institute, Los Angeles, California. Photo courtesy the author.
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Figure 29 George Maciunas, photograph of Alison Knowles and Ben Vaultier with sign,
“Fluxus Street Theatre,” Canal Street, New York City, 1964.

Figure 30 Knowles shaving the head of her husband, Dick Higgins, as part of his piece,
Hat, Rags, Paper, Heave, Shave, 1961. Photograph from Harry Ruhé, Fluxus the most
radical and experimental art movement of the sixties, Amsterdam, 1979.
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Figure 31 Experimental Composition class at the New School for Social Research.
Photograph from Al Hansen, Primer on Time/Space Art and Happenings, New York:
Something Else Press, 1965.

Figure 32 John Cage as teacher, photograph from Al Hansen, A Primer of Happening &
Time/Space Art. New York: Something Else Press, 1965, 84.
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Figure 33 George Maciunas, Fluxus Manifesto.
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Figure 34 Lawrence Halprin, photograph of 1960 Summer Workshop participants on
Halprin dance deck. Anna Halprin Papers, Museum of Performance and Design. San
Francisco, CA.
[See also Simone Forti, Handbook in Motion, Halifax Nova Scotia: Press of the Nova
Scotia College of Art and Design, (1974).]
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Figure 35 The Four Suits. New York: Something Else Press, 1965. [Cover and book
spine]

Figure 36 Alison Knowles, The Four Suits. New York: Something Else Press, 1965.
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Figure 37 Alison Knowles, first page of graphic performance T-dictionary, in The Four
Suits, New York: Something Else Press, 1965.

Figure 38 Alison Knowles, Performance Piece #8. At right is the score the artist used
for graphic performance T-dictionary, in The Four Suits. New York: Something Else
Press, 1965.
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Figure 39 Alison Knowles, dictionary entry-pages excerpted from graphic performance
T-dictionary, from The Four Suits. New York: Something Else Press, 1965.

Figure 40 Alison Knowles, excerpt from graphic performance T-dictionary, from The
Four Suits. New York: Something Else Press, 1965.
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Figure 41 Alison Knowles, excerpt from graphic performance T-dictionary, from The
Four Suits. New York: Something Else Press, 1965.

Figure 42 Alison Knowles, excerpt from graphic performance T-dictionary, from The
Four Suits. New York: Something Else Press, 1965.
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Figure 43 Alison Knowles, excerpt from graphic performance T-dictionary, from The
Four Suits. New York: Something Else Press, 1965.

Figure 44 Alison Knowles, excerpt from graphic performance T-dictionary, from The
Four Suits. New York: Something Else Press, 1965.
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Figure 45 Alison Knowles, excerpt from graphic performance T-dictionary, from The
Four Suits. New York: Something Else Press, 1965.

Figure 46 Alison Knowles, excerpt from graphic performance T-dictionary, from The
Four Suits. New York: Something Else Press, 1965.
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Figure 47 Alison Knowles, excerpt from graphic performance T-dictionary, from The
Four Suits. New York: Something Else Press, 1965.

Figure 48 Alison Knowles, final page of graphic performance T-dictionary, from The
Four Suits. New York: Something Else Press, 1965.
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Figure 49 Alison Knowles, silkscreen tooth print on cotton child’s tee-shirt. Gift from
Knowles to William S. Wilson on the birth of his twins, ca. 1965. Photo courtesy of the
author.
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Figure 50 "Pandora's Book." Newsweek. April 29, 1968, 88.

Figure 51 Close-up of photograph in article "Pandora's Book." Newsweek. April 29,
1968.
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Figure 52 Alison Knowles, Big Book paper model, 1965. Collection of the artist, New
York, NY. Photo courtesy of the author, 2015.
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Figure 53 Alison Knowles, Big Book paper model, 1965. Collection of
the artist, New York, NY. Photo courtesy of the author, 2015.
[Overhead view]
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Figure 54 Alison Knowles, Big Book paper model, 1965. Collection of the artist, New
York, NY. Photo courtesy of the author, 2015.
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Figure 55 “She’s close in something far out––Contemporary art such as The Big Book
here has creator, Alison Knowles, very much a part of it today as museum given over to
display of controversial exhibits. This, among other things, went on display at the
Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago. AP Wirephoto (October 20, 1967). Original
document acquired on eBay; personal collection of Meghan DellaCrosse.
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Figure 56 Alison Knowles moving through the grass tunnel of her Big Book
exhibited at the Phase II: Pollock Gallery, Toronto, Canada, 1967. Silkscreen prints
of Muybridge movement studies visible on left and right of Knowles. Photo
courtesy the artist.
167

Figure 57 “Alison in Wonderland,” by Emmett Williams, published in BOOKS–the
newspaper for people who read books, September, 1966, 12. [Monthly newsletter
pamphlet organized by Jerome Agel and Quentin Fiore. See also Adam Michaels and
Jeffrey Schnapp, The Electric Information Age Book: McLuhan/Agel/Fiore and the
Experimental Paperback. New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2012.]
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Figures 58-59 Pictures to Be Read, Poetry to Be Seen, Chicago Museum of
Contemporary Art, inaugural exhibition catalogue, 1967, curated by Jan van der Marck.
[Top to bottom: Front cover, inside page.]
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Figure 60 Photograph of Big Book installed in Pictures to Be Read, Poetry to Be Seen,
Chicago Museum of Contemporary Art, 1967, as it was published in The Journal of
Typographic Research in William S. Wilson’s article on Knowles’ Book.
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Figure 61 Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago ephemera from the inaugural opening
events, October 23, 1967. Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 62 Marcel Duchamp, (July 28, 1887-October 2, 1968), To Be Looked at (from
the Other Side of the Glass) with One Eye, Close to, for Almost an Hour, (Buenos Aires,
1918) [Postcard] Katherine S. Dreier Papers, Société Anonyme Archive, Yale University.

172

Figures 63-64 Marcel Duchamp, To Be Looked at (from the Other Side of the Glass)
with One Eye, Close to, for Almost an Hour (Buenos Aires. 1918). Oil, silver leaf, lead
wire, and magnifying lens on glass (cracked), mounted between panes of glass in a
standing metal frame, 20 1/8 x 16 ¼ x 1 ½ " (51 x 41.2 x 3.7 cm), on painted wood base,
1 7/8 x 17 7/8 x 4 ½” (4.8 x 45.3 x 11.4 cm), Overall 22" (55.8 cm) high. Katherine S.
Dreier Bequest.
© 2009 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York/ADAGP, Paris/Estate of Marcel
Duchamp.
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Figure 65 Allan Kaprow, Words, [as shown at Smolin Gallery], 1962.
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Figure 66 Phase II: Pollock Gallery ephemera, Big Book invite, August
31, 1967. Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 67-68 Alison Knowles, Last Will & Testament: Big Book reference on third
point, first page of document, September, 1966, Jean Brown Papers, Alison Knowles file,
box 18, f-53, Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles, California. Photo courtesy the
author, 2011.
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[The following film stills are taken from a digitized version of Dick Higgins’ unedited
film reel of Big Book at Phase II: Pollock Gallery, 1967. Collection of the artist, New
York, NY. Digital image stills courtesy the author, 2011.
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Figure 101 Alison Knowles, ca. 1965-66, silkscreen prints on wooden die. Gift from
Knowles to William S. Wilson on the occasion of his exhibition catalogue essay for
Pictures to be Seen/Poetry to be Read, 1967, and Art in America article, “The Big Book,”
(July-Aug. 1968). According to Wilson, this object was originally a part of the Big Book.
William S. Wilson personal collection, New York, NY. Photo courtesy the author.
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Figure 102 Alison Knowles, ca. 1965-66, silkscreen prints on wooden die. Gift from
Knowles to William S. Wilson on the occasion of his exhibition catalogue essay for
Pictures to be Seen/Poetry to be Read, 1967, and Art in America article, “The Big Book,”
(July-Aug. 1968). According to Wilson, this object was originally a part of the Big Book.
William S. Wilson personal collection, New York, NY. Photo courtesy the author.
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Figure 103 Alison Knowles, ca. 1965-66, silkscreen prints on wooden die; great
mountain elk at right, and Something Else Press Statue of Liberty logo at left. Gift from
Knowles to William S. Wilson on the occasion of his exhibition catalogue essay for
Pictures to be Seen/Poetry to be Read, 1967, and Art in America article, “The Big Book,”
(July-Aug. 1968). According to Wilson, this object was originally a part of the Big Book.
William S. Wilson personal collection, New York, NY. Photo courtesy the author.
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Figure 104 Alison Knowles, ca. 1965-66, silkscreen prints on wooden die; great
mountain elk at right, and Something Else Press Statue of Liberty logo at left. Gift from
Knowles to William S. Wilson on the occasion of his exhibition catalogue essay for
Pictures to be Seen/Poetry to be Read, 1967, and Art in America article, “The Big Book,”
(July-Aug. 1968). According to Wilson, this object was originally a part of the Big Book.
William S. Wilson personal collection, New York, NY. Photo courtesy the author.
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Figure 105 Alison Knowles, Boat Book, 2014-2015. Photo courtesy of the artist and
James Fuentes Gallery, New York, New York.
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Figure 106 Alison Knowles, Boat Book, 2014-2015. Photo courtesy of the artist and
James Fuentes Gallery, New York, New York.
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Figure 107 Alison Knowles, Boat Book, 2014-2015. Photo courtesy of the artist and
James Fuentes Gallery, New York, New York.
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Figure 108 Alison Knowles, Boat Book, 2014-2015. Photo courtesy of the artist and
James Fuentes Gallery, New York, New York.
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Figure 109 Alison Knowles, Boat Book, 2014-2015. Photo courtesy of the artist and
James Fuentes Gallery, New York, New York.
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